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I. Executive Summary

- Lack of Transparency

Transparency in government has long been acknowledged in America as essential to a healthy democracy. On the federal level, the Freedom of Information Act opens up the workings of government to public scrutiny, giving citizens information they need to evaluate and criticize government decision-making.

All 50 states also have public records laws which allow members of the public to obtain documents and other public records from state and local government bodies. The Ohio Public Records Act is built on the United States’ historical position that the records of government are “the people’s records.”

Key Findings:

STRS has long abandoned transparency; legislative oversight of the pension has utterly failed; Wall Street has been permitted to pocket lavish fees without scrutiny; investment costs and performance may have been misrepresented; and failure to monitor conflicts may have undermined the integrity of the investment process, as billions that could have been used to pay retirement benefits promised to teachers have been squandered.
Transparency is also critical to the prudent management of trillions of dollars invested in America’s state and local government pensions. Indeed, the single most fundamental defining characteristic of our nation’s public pensions is transparency. Of all pensions globally, our public pensions—sealing the retirement security of nearly 15 million state and local government workers, funded by workers and taxpayers—are required under our public records laws to be the most transparent.

Public pensions primarily invest government workers’ retirement savings in securities and funds which are regulated on the federal and state level. Our nation’s securities laws require that securities issuers and fund advisers register with regulators, disclose financial and other significant information to all investors, including public pensions, as well as prohibit deceit, misrepresentations, and other fraud. The statutorily mandated disclosure information is commonly provided in the form of prospectuses, offering memoranda, annual reports, performance reviews and other documents.

Absent full disclosure by investment firms to pension boards and staffs, these individuals cannot fulfill their fiduciary duty to diligently safeguard pension assets. Full disclosure of investment information by the pension to the public is necessary for the stakeholders to understand the investment program, as well as evaluate whether pension fiduciaries are prudently performing their duties.
Thus, in public pension matters, we are concerned with two levels of transparency:

First, under state public records laws, all of the workings of the pension must be open to full public scrutiny, including, but not limited to, investments.

Second, under the securities laws, issuers and investment advisers must fully disclose material information to pensions, boards and staffs regarding pension investments.

Alarmingly, our investigation reveals that the State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio (STRS) has long abandoned transparency, choosing instead to collaborate with Wall Street firms to eviscerate Ohio public records laws and avoid accountability to stakeholders. Predictably, billions that could have been used to pay teachers’ retirement benefits have been squandered over time as transparency has ceased to be a priority.

- Litigation Regarding Denial of Public Records Request

On February 19, 2021, we filed a request pursuant to Ohio Revised Code Section 149.49, et seq. for an opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of public records related to the pension’s investment managers, investment consultants, performance compliance auditor, investment cost monitor, financial auditor, and custodians, as well as board and staff.

The overwhelming majority of the most critical disclosure information we requested was summarily denied. That is, STRS simply permitted the investment firms involved to unilaterally
determine whether the information we sought on behalf of stakeholders had to be disclosed under Ohio law. Not surprising, most firms granted the opportunity to oppose public scrutiny of their financial dealings with STRS, chose to do so.

Most disturbing, not a single prospectus or offering document required to be provided to all investors under our nation’s securities laws was provided to us in response to our public records request.

As a result of the extensive denials of important public records requests, it is impossible for STRS stakeholders to evaluate the investment strategies, performance, fees, risks, and conflicts of interest related to the pension’s investment portfolio. Accordingly, on May 21, 2021, we filed a complaint for writ mandamus with the Supreme Court of Ohio seeking certain STRS public records we have been denied.

The lack of cooperation by STRS is all-the-more surprising given that STRS is well-aware that this forensic review of the pension was commissioned, as well as paid for, by tens of thousands of participants, with the stated objective of improving management and oversight of the pension. Pension fiduciaries solely concerned with the best interests of participants and beneficiaries should welcome, not oppose, a free independent review by nationally recognized experts in pensions. Further, given the profound fiduciary breaches and disclosure concerns stakeholders (and even STRS’s own commissioned experts) have long raised, it is clear STRS could
benefit from an independent review by experts—this time not of its own choosing.

Tellingly, in the pension’s Mission & Vision statement; Current Strategic Goals; Overview of STRS and Its Impact on the State; Statement of Investment Objectives and Policy; and Statement of Fund Governance, the word “transparency” does not appear even once. There is not a single mention of any transparency requirements, no discussion the benefits of transparency and no commitment to it.

In our opinion, transparency, which would add not a single dollar of cost to the pension, would (through exposure) swiftly cure all that ails it—excessive fees, reckless risk-taking, unaddressed conflicts of interest, gross mismanagement and potential malfeasance.

- **Failure of Legislative Oversight**

  While the Ohio Retirement Study Council (ORSC) was created by the Ohio Legislature to provide legislative oversight of Ohio’s statewide public pension systems and is statutorily required to commission an independent fiduciary performance audit and actuarial audit at least every 10 years of each state pension, it has been approximately 15 years since the last such audits of STRS.

  When statutorily mandated, critical audits designed to protect the integrity of a $90 billion retirement plan are not commissioned, and delayed year-after-year, it is inexcusable. An investigation into the failure to audit by
ORSC—as well as STRS’s failure to demand such audit results—is warranted, in our opinion.

Any mismanagement or malfeasance which could have been exposed years earlier through timely audits has been allowed to persist, potentially resulting in great risk and cost to the plan. Worse still, the last fiduciary performance audit of STRS revealed multiple serious deficiencies which have never been addressed over the past 15 years.

The ORSC failure to audit is especially troubling because it indicates a lack of diligent legislative oversight potentially impacting all $203 billion in Ohio public pensions and over 2 million citizens. Further, the fiduciary audit for Ohio Public Employees Retirement System was not performed by an independent auditor (as required under applicable law) and was three years late; the Ohio Police & Fire Pension Fund is only now requesting proposals for the fiduciary audit due 2016; and the actuarial audit of the Ohio State Highway Patrol Retirement System is 21 years overdue.

Clearly, legislative oversight has been compromised for decades.

- **Failure to Address Serious Deficiencies Identified in Last Fiduciary Performance Audit**

Among the many concerns raised in the 2006 Fiduciary Performance Audit of the pension were: STRS staff was the underlying source of all performance data and benchmarks (i.e., returns were not calculated by an independent third
party); the Investment Policy Statement (IPS) did not include a plan in the event of active management underperformance; the IPS did not include a Total Fund Benchmark definition; the IPS did not include the source of performance data; whether, as represented to the auditor, the alternatives benchmark of “actual” performance was part of the staff incentive compensation program; the size of internal audit staff and absence of auditors; lack of input from other members of committee (non-Chair) in committee agendas; personal trading policy; and reporting and governance of external consultants and investment staff.

Two of the most serious deficiencies identified in the Fiduciary Performance Audit report and recommendations 15 years ago remain unaddressed to this day:

1. Use of actual performance for benchmarking alternative investments since 2002; and
2. Conflicts of interest involving external investment consultants.

With respect to STRS’s so-called alternative investment “benchmark,” it should be obvious that actual performance of an investment or strategy cannot be considered a benchmark since it does not provide a point of reference against which the investment or strategy can be compared. Actual performance does not clearly define expectations and success. In our decades of professional experience, we have never seen actual performance proposed as a benchmark.
Despite the recommendation in 2006 that the Russell 2000 or Russell 3000 plus 500 basis points would be an appropriate policy benchmark for the alternatives program, STRS has continued for the past 15 years to use the actual return of the pension’s alternatives as the benchmark for the one-year period. As a result, it is impossible for the pension’s alternatives to underperform on a one-year basis.

For the longer 5-year period, the alternative investments blended relative return objective is in two parts by policy: Russell 3000 Index plus 1 percent for Private Equity and Russell 3000 minus 1 percent for Opportunistic /Diversified.

In our opinion, this longer-term benchmark for alternatives is equally absurd. Not only is the Private Equity benchmark far too low given the greater risks related to private equity investing (Russell 3000 plus 1 percent, versus plus 5 percent as recommended by the Fiduciary Performance Audit), with respect to Opportunistic /Diversified we have never seen underperforming a readily achievable index rate of return (Russell 3000 minus 1 percent) proposed as an appropriate benchmark.

It is irrational, in our opinion, for a pension to set as a goal for its highly speculative alternative investments, such as hedge funds (or any other investments for that matter), to significantly underperform a public markets index, i.e., to intentionally lose money.

According to the Cliffwater report for June 30, 2019, STRS Ohio alternative returns “fall behind” Relative Return
Objectives across all periods “due to the very strong performance of public US stocks across all periods.” In our opinion, a more accurate assessment would be that the alternatives have massively underperformed the Relative Return objectives across all periods. For example, over the last 10 years alternatives returned 9.79 percent vs. 14 percent for the Relative Return Objective; for the last 5 years alternatives returned 6.66 percent versus 9.97 percent.

Use of the recommended Russell 3000 plus 500 basis points as the benchmark would reveal that since the 2006 fiduciary audit (not including the massive underperformance in the 5 years prior to the audit), the Alternatives have dramatically underperformed, 8.26 percent versus 11.91 percent.

The alternatives underperformance losses for the period amount to $8.6 billion or $2.5 million per trading day for 14 years. Restoring the COLA benefit would cost less than $1 million ($890,000) per day. For additional perspective, total active teacher contributions since the 2006 Fiduciary Audit amount to approximately $18 billion. $8.6 billion alternative investment underperformance equates to $61,000 per retired teacher.

With respect to the pension’s then-external investment consultant, in 2006 it was recommended that due to conflicts of interest pervasive in the investment consulting industry and the potential for related harm, the consultant’s contract with STRS should be amended to require the firm to provide annual disclosure of its business relationships with all
investment managers or other providers of investment services. This contractually-required disclosure should include information on the specific amounts paid to the consultant by those investment managers employed by STRS and on the specific services provided to those managers. To date, it appears STRS has failed to receive the disclosure recommended in 2006 regarding external consultant compensation received from STRS investment managers.

- **Failure to Monitor and Fully Disclose Investment Fees and Expenses**

It is well established that sponsors of retirement plans have a fiduciary duty to ensure that the fees their plans pay money managers for investment advisory services are reasonable.

The shift by public pensions into more complex so-called “alternative” investment vehicles, such as hedge, private equity and venture funds, as well as fund of funds, has brought dramatically higher investment fees which are much more difficult for pensions to monitor.

Most disturbing, a recent internal review by the SEC found that more than half of about 400 private-equity firms it examined charged unjustified fees and expenses without notifying investors.

Thus, pensions which choose to gamble in asset classes—such as private equity funds, specifically cited by regulators for frequently charging bogus fees in violation of the federal securities laws—must establish heightened safeguards to ensure that all fees paid to, or collected by, such managers
are properly reviewed and determined to be legitimate, as well as fully disclosed to participants.

CEM Investment Benchmarking is a private Canadian company which STRS retains to annually analyze the pension’s investment costs and performance. In our opinion, the summary disclosure provided by STRS regarding CEM’s findings annually may, at a minimum, be so incomplete as to be misleading.

Disclosure of the full CEM report, not merely the Executive Summary or Key Takeaways section, is necessary for pension stakeholders to form a complete understanding of CEM’s findings. We note that in Pennsylvania and South Carolina, unlike Ohio, there is recognition that the public deserves to see the entire CEM report, not just select passages.

It is our understanding (from interviews with CEM staff) that STRS staff provides the firm with all of the data regarding the pension’s investment costs and performance, which CEM analyzes.

“The analysis is as accurate as possible based upon fees as reported to us by our clients (emphasis added),” says CEM.

However, CEM has advised us:

- Pensions may not know the costs of all their investments;
- Pensions may decline to provide CEM with known cost information which pensions are not “overly comfortable with;”
• CEM does not independently collect any cost information from investment managers which might verify or contradict the fees, as reported by pension clients; and
• Cost and performance estimates created by CEM have been utilized with respect to many STRS investments over the years.

The full findings in the CEM reports appear to conflict with the summary findings publicly stated by STRS and raise additional concerns in our opinion.

For example, the 2018 report we reviewed initially states in the Key Takeaways section of the Executive Summary that the pension’s 5-year net total return of 6.25 percent was in the top quartile and above the fund’s 6.09 percent 5-year policy return. The 5-year net value added was 0.16 percent.

However, CEM later in the report says that the pension underperformed its 5-year policy return, producing a negative value added. A negative net value added means that the pension did not benefit from active management, i.e., STRS would have earned over $400 million more annually, or over $2 billion for the five-year period by simply passively indexing its investments according to its policy mix.

Key Takeaways also states that the pension’s investment cost of 40.1 basis points was below its benchmark cost of 54.5 basis points which suggests that the fund was low cost compared to its peers., i.e., was low cost because it paid less
than its peers for similar services and had a lower cost for implementing its style.

The report later states that the investment costs were $279.1 million or 36.9 basis points and $302.8 million or 40.1 basis points when hedge fund performance fees and private equity base management fee offsets were added. However, it is disclosed that transaction costs and private asset performance fees were not included in the latter total. Further in the report, performance fees of $160.8 million are estimated by CEM in 2018.

We note with great emphasis that this performance fee figure is a mere estimate provided by CEM.

In our opinion, if, in connection with the analysis—during the data confirmation process—CEM and STRS discussed the disturbing fact that certain investment management costs were unknown to STRS, or, worse still, known but not provided for some reason, the sole acceptable, prudent course would have been to scrutinize any unknown costs more thoroughly and then demand disclosure of all costs, as opposed to continuing to invest billions in the highest-cost, highest-risk, most opaque assets blithely ignorant of (or concealing) the true costs—using problematic median default estimates as support for the strategy.

Again, pension fiduciaries have a legal duty to monitor all investment and other costs for reasonableness—not merely guess, or estimate, what those costs might be.

Use of median default estimates in managing an $90 billion plan securing the retirement of hundreds of thousands of
state teachers fails to meet applicable fiduciary standards, in our opinion.

When performance fees of $160.8 million are added in, the revised fee total rises from $279.1 million, then $302.8 million to **$463.6 million or 61.3 basis points**, versus the 40.1 basis points noted in the Key Takeaways. This cost is significantly greater than the fund’s benchmark cost of 54.5 basis points, suggesting that STRS was high cost compared to its peers, i.e., paid more than peers for similar services and had a higher cost for implementing its style. Again, these findings appear to be strikingly different from those publicly touted by STRS.

However, it appears that even the $463.6 million estimated total cost is incomplete.

In 2020, CEM concluded that pensions are reporting, at best, only half of their investment management costs. In our opinion and based upon forensic investigations we have undertaken, there is ample reason to believe the total fees are nearly double what the pension is reporting, amounting to almost **$1 billion** annually.

To put the hidden, unreported fees—alone—into context, they amount to $2.75 million per school day, and **more than twice the $210 million required to pay STRS COLAs annually**.

We note with great emphasis that since STRS external investment managers are permitted to withdraw their fees from pension accounts in the absence of any diligent
monitoring by STRS, the risk of looting, i.e., illegitimate withdrawals, is dangerously high, in our opinion.

In conclusion, there is no point in debating the true all-in investment costs since the pension has long-acknowledged to CEM it either does not know what its costs are, or knows but refuses to disclose, and CEM does not independently collect any cost information from STRS’s investment managers. Absent an accounting and full transparency, pension stakeholders can never be certain of the true costs; with scrutiny, the true costs can be precisely determined and publicly disclosed, consistent with applicable fiduciary duties—restoring financial integrity to the pension.

An exhaustive investigation into all past payments to investment managers should be immediately undertaken, as well as recovery pursued with respect to any illegitimate payments, in our opinion. Finally, disclosure of historic costs should be adjusted to correct any past underreporting or errors.

- **$143 Million In Fees Paid to Wall Street for Doing Nothing**

As of June 30, 2020, the pension had unfunded alternative investment capital commitments totaling $7,152,101,083.

It is common practice for private equity and other alternative investment funds to seek to charge investment management fees on “committed capital.” In other words, after the investor makes a capital commitment to a fund, management fees are charged on the entire commitment
amount, regardless of whether the capital is actually drawn or invested. Paying fees on committed, uninvested capital results in exponentially greater fees on assets under management on a percentage basis.

Fees on committed, uninvested capital amount to paying managers for doing nothing—no service whatsoever is provided in exchange for the lavish fees. In our opinion, such fees add insult to injury since these types of investment funds already charge exponentially higher fees than traditional stock and bond managers.

Not surprising, a growing minority of savvy institutional investors, unlike STRS, resist paying fees to investment managers based upon their capital commitments.

Assuming STRS pays fees of 2 percent on total unfunded commitments, this amounts to an annual waste of approximately $143 million—enough to restore the COLA benefit to 2 percent.

- **Potentially Misleading GIPS Compliance Verification**

Since 2006, STRS has regularly announced in press releases and on its website that its “performance was verified by ACA Performance Services and was in compliance with the CFA Institute Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS), widely considered to be the best standard for calculating and presenting investment performance.”
We note that STRS is one of only a handful of pensions to comply with GIPS standards. While GIPS compliance may present some perceived marketing advantage to a pension, such as STRS, under intense scrutiny, it is extremely rare (and problematic in our opinion) for asset owners to incorporate GIPS principles in their own performance reporting to oversight boards, governing bodies and plan beneficiaries.

Further, it is disputable whether GIPS standards are “best practice” or acceptable for retirement plan fiduciaries. That is, standards which the asset management industry is comfortable voluntarily adopting likely will fail to be rigorous enough to meet the heightened standards applicable to fiduciaries charged with safeguarding retirement plan assets.

GIPS compliance can be helpful to certain investment managers in their marketing. However, alternative investment managers are overwhelmingly not GIPS compliant. Thus, it is not at all clear that GIPS compliance verification for a pension, such as STRS, which invests at least 27 percent of its assets in approximately 170 alternative investments that are unlikely to be GIPS compliant provides any meaningful benefit to stakeholders. On the other hand, the risk that GIPS compliance representations may be mischaracterized by pensions, or misunderstood by stakeholders seems very real, in our opinion.

Finally, we note ACA is currently embroiled in a controversy regarding exaggerated investment returns at Pennsylvania’s $64 billion public school employees pension
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fund which is being investigated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. In that matter, ACA is insisting that it was hired “only to spot-check the math.”

• Failure to Monitor External Consultant Conflicts of Interest

The 2006 Fiduciary Performance review recommended, given potential conflicts of interest pervasive in the investment consulting industry, that STRS’s contract with its then-investment consultant be amended to require the firm to provide annual disclosure of its business relationships with all investment managers, or other providers of investment services. This contractually-required disclosure should include information from the consultant on the specific amounts paid to the consultant by those investment managers employed by STRS and on the specific services provided to those managers.

STRS subsequently replaced its then-investment consultant and retained two new investment consultants. Both agreements with the new investment consultants require the full disclosure—as recommended 15 years ago—of all business relationships with investment managers and service providers, as well as specific amounts paid to the investment consultants by STRS investment managers. However, it appears full disclosure of conflicted payments has not been made to STRS.

If true, then both consultants may be in breach of their contracts with the fund. In our opinion, by failing to
adequately monitor conflicts of interests involving STRS investment consultants which could potentially undermine the integrity of the pension’s investment decision-making process, the board may have breached its fiduciary duty to safeguard assets and exposed the fund to enormous risks. Further, the board may have permitted the investment consultants to enrich themselves by the amounts of such manager payments, at the expense of the pension.

Finally, the current agreements with external investment consultants provide that they will maintain professional liability insurance coverage in the amount of only $5 million. In our opinion, this amount of insurance seems woefully inadequate to protect the $90 billion public pension from potential investment consultant negligence or malfeasance, particularly given that the Government Accountability Office has estimated consultant conflicts can result in 1.3 percent lower returns.

If true, external investment consultant conflicts of interest may have cost STRS over $1 billion annually or approximately $20 billion over a ten-year period with compounding. Since the estimated cost of conflicts may nearly equal the unfunded liability of the pension, an investigation may reveal that “but for” the conflicts the pension could be nearly fully funded.

- Need for Heightened ERISA Fiduciary Standards and Fiduciary Liability Insurance for Board
The contracts involving the two investment consultants to the fund stipulate that in addition to the fiduciary obligations imposed by Ohio law, these firms agree to adhere to the standard of care imposed by Title 1 of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 and any and all other applicable federal and state laws. ERISA’s heightened fiduciary standards provide additional important protections to pensions generally lacking under state law. On the other hand, the STRS board is not similarly required to comply with ERISA fiduciary standards. In our opinion, there is no good reason why the investment consultants should be held to higher fiduciary standards than the board; further, board compliance with ERISA standards can only improve management of the pension.

Finally, in response to our request for information regarding any fiduciary liability insurance obtained by STRS, we were provided with documents indicating the fund had coverage in the amount of $10 million with Hudson Insurance Company and $10 million with Federal Insurance Company. In addition, the pension has an excess liability policy in the amount of $5 million with RLI Insurance Company. In our opinion, this level of coverage is absurdly low and offers virtually no protection for a $90 billion pension. Virtually any fiduciary breach may result in actual damages amounting to hundreds of millions of dollars.

For example, STRS recently disclosed it had lost more than half a billion dollars on a private equity investment in Panda Power Funds. From 2011 to 2013, State Teachers Retirement
System of Ohio invested $525 million with Panda but the investment is now valued at zero.

In summary, our forensic investigation of STRS identified the following grave concerns:

1) STRS has long abandoned transparency, choosing instead to collaborate with Wall Street to eviscerate Ohio public records law;
2) Legislative oversight of the pension has utterly failed;
3) The pension has failed to address significant deficiencies identified in the last Fiduciary Performance audit—15 years ago;
4) Wall Street has been permitted to pocket lavish investment fees without scrutiny, including $143 million in fees for doing nothing;
5) Disclosure of investment costs and performance may have been misrepresented;
6) Representations regarding GIPS Compliance Verification may have been misleading to the public;
7) Failure to monitor external consultant conflicts of interest may have undermined the integrity of the pension's investment decision-making process and resulted in significant losses;
8) Board compliance with heightened ERISA fiduciary standards is not required and fiduciary liability insurance coverage is woefully inadequate.

Billions that could have been used to pay retirement benefits promised to teachers have been squandered.

END EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
II. Preface

U. S. Supreme Court Justice Brandeis once famously said, “Sunshine is the best disinfectant.” In other words, transparency ensures that public officials act visibly and understandably, and report on their activities to the populace.

Transparency in government has long been acknowledged in America as essential to a healthy democracy. On the federal level, the Freedom of Information Act opens up the workings of government to public scrutiny, giving citizens information they need to evaluate and criticize government decision-making.

All 50 states also have public records laws which allow members of the public to obtain documents and other public records from state and local government bodies.\(^1\) The Ohio Public Records Act is built on the United States’ historical position that the records of government are “the people's records.”\(^2\)

Likewise, transparency is critical to the prudent management of trillions of dollars invested in America’s state and local government pensions. Indeed, the single most fundamental defining characteristic of our nation’s public pensions is transparency. Of all pensions globally, our public

\(^1\) [http://foiadvocates.com/records.html](http://foiadvocates.com/records.html)

\(^2\) Ohio Open Records Law, Ohio Revised Code § 149.43
pensions—securing the retirement security of nearly 15 million state and local government workers, funded by workers and taxpayers—are required under our public records laws to be the most transparent.

In the words of CEM Benchmarking, the firm STRS relies upon to evaluate its investment costs and performance:

“Far beyond the moral imperative that recognizes transparency “is the right thing to do” there is plenty of evidence that shows how greater transparency leads to better outcomes, including:

1. Improved decision making. Transparency and accountability go hand in hand.

2. Clarity of purpose that comes from simplifying and communicating complex issues.

3. Improved relationships with a broad spectrum of stakeholders including beneficiaries, plan sponsors, regulators, suppliers, and concerned citizens.

4. Improved stewardship. After all, management’s duty is to do their best to the benefit of their stakeholders.³

- **State and Federal Securities Laws Also Demand Transparency**

Public pensions primarily invest government workers retirement savings in securities and funds which are regulated on the federal and state level. Our nation’s securities laws require that securities issuers and fund advisers

³ [https://cembenchmarking.com/gptb.html](https://cembenchmarking.com/gptb.html)
register with regulators, disclose financial and other significant information to all investors, including public pensions, as well as prohibit deceit, misrepresentations, and other fraud. The statutorily mandated disclosure information is commonly provided to all investors in the form of prospectuses, offering memoranda, annual reports, performance reviews and other documents.

Absent full disclosure by investment firms to pension boards and staffs, these individuals cannot fulfill their fiduciary duty to diligently safeguard pension assets. Registration status, regulation, governance, investment strategies, performance, fees, risks, and conflicts of interest, cannot be monitored unless adequately disclosed to pension officials.

Full disclosure of investment information by the pension to the public is necessary for the stakeholders to understand the investment program, and, equally important, evaluate whether pension fiduciaries are prudently performing their duties.

Thus, in public pension matters, we are concerned with two levels of transparency:

First, under state public records laws, all of the workings of the pension must be open to full public scrutiny, including, but not limited to, investments.

Second, under the securities laws, issuers and investment advisers must fully disclose material information to pensions, boards and staffs.
It is axiomatic that, at a minimum, investment information which must be disclosed to all investors, including but not limited to public pensions, under the federal and state securities laws must be provided to stakeholders in public pensions subject to public records disclosure requirements. After all, pension stakeholders are the “investors” whose money is at risk.

To allow investment firms and public pension officials to use state public records laws to thwart securities disclosure requirements, concealing potential fraud and mismanagement from stakeholders, regulators and law enforcement, would make no sense. Indeed, public pension stakeholders should enjoy the enhanced disclosure and other benefits powerful, large institutional investor fiduciaries routinely negotiate—disclosure above and beyond that provided to ordinary retail investors.

Alarmingly, our investigation reveals that the State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio (STRS) has long abandoned transparency, choosing instead to collaborate with Wall Street firms to eviscerate Ohio public records laws and avoid accountability to stakeholders. Predictably, billions have been squandered as transparency has ceased to be a priority.

- Denial of Public Records Requests

On February 19, 2021, we filed a request pursuant to Ohio Revised Code Section 149.49, et seq. for an opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of public records related to the
pension’s investment managers, investment consultants, performance compliance auditor, investment cost monitor, financial auditor, and custodians, as well as board and staff. As noted throughout this report, the overwhelming majority of the most critical disclosure information we requested was summarily denied. That is, STRS repeatedly simply permitted the investment firms involved to unilaterally determine whether the information we sought on behalf of stakeholders had to be disclosed under Ohio law. Not surprising, most firms granted the opportunity to oppose public scrutiny of their financial dealings with STRS, chose to do so.

More disturbing, included in key investment services contracts which were provided to us, we discovered identically-worded confidentiality provisions (apparently drafted by STRS) indicating that both parties agreed the services provided in connection with the contract were confidential; agreed to hold such confidential information in the strictest confidence; agreed to release it only to authorized parties on a need-to-know basis, or as required by law; provided, however, that each party gave the other prior timely notice of such disclosure to enable the other to challenge such disclosure.⁴

According to Section 3307.14 of the Ohio Revised Code, the Board and other fiduciaries of the pension must discharge

---

⁴ The STRS contracts provide that the party challenging disclosure bears the sole cost and expense.
their duties with respect to the funds solely in the interest of the participants and beneficiaries.

These contractual provisions drafted by STRS, which facilitate challenges to disclosure pursuant to state public records laws do not, in our opinion, in any way benefit the pension, its participants or beneficiaries.

If STRS, consistent with its fiduciary duties, was committed to transparency in compliance with applicable law, its contracts with investment vendors should include provisions which unequivocally state the precise opposite of what they say today, i.e., that the parties agree all information related to the contract is disclosable under applicable public records law. Further, any investment firm unwilling to operate in a fully transparent manner, consistent with applicable public records law, must be considered ineligible to manage public monies or otherwise contract with the pension.

Most disturbing, as discussed further below, not a single prospectus or offering document required to be provided to all investors under the nation’s securities laws has been provided to us in response to our public records requests.

As a result of the extensive denials of our most important public records requests, it is impossible for STRS stakeholders to evaluate the investment strategies, performance, fees, risks, and conflicts of interest related to the pension’s investment portfolio. Accordingly, as described more fully below, on May 21, 2021, a complaint for writ mandamus was filed in the Supreme Court of Ohio seeking certain STRS public records.
The above noted lack of cooperation by STRS is all the more surprising given that STRS is well-aware that this forensic review of the pension was commissioned, as well as paid for, by participants, with the stated objective of improving management and oversight of the pension. Pension fiduciaries legally solely concerned with the interests of participants and beneficiaries should welcome, not oppose, a free independent review by nationally recognized experts in pensions. Further, given the profound fiduciary breaches and disclosure concerns stakeholders (and even STRS’s own commissioned experts) have long raised, it is clear STRS could benefit from an independent review by experts—this time not of its own choosing.

Tellingly, in the pension’s Mission & Vision statement; Current Strategic Goals; Overview of STRS and Its Impact on the State; Statement of Investment Objectives and Policy; and Statement of Fund Governance, the word “transparency” does not appear even once. There is not a single mention of any transparency requirements, no discussion the benefits of transparency and no commitment to it.5

These key documents refer to such laudable goals as partnering with members to help build retirement security; strengthening relationships with members, employers and

---

5Suggested amendments to Board Policies dated December 19, 2019 by Board member Wade Steen recommended that the Purpose of the fund be supplemented to state, “Build an organizational culture that inspires a high level of professionalism and performance, and trust through transparency (emphasis added).” It is our understanding that Steen’s proposed amendment may have been rejected because it suggested the pension was not already transparent.
other stakeholders; developing communication themes and channels to enhance STRS’s reputation with key audiences; providing educational programs that partner with members on financial wellness and preparing for a secure retirement; and fostering and maintaining a culture of professionalism, service orientation and ethical business practices. Of course, absent transparency none of the aforementioned goals is achievable.

Furthermore, the stated goals of prudent and efficient management of assets, exceptional financial performance, mitigation of risk and cost effectiveness all necessitate full transparency, as detailed more fully throughout this report. Again, according to STRS’s own expert, CEM Benchmarking, "greater transparency leads to better outcomes."

Conversely, our forensic investigations reveal that greater secrecy inevitably leads to fraud, mismanagement and waste.

In our opinion, transparency, which would add not a single dollar of additional cost to the pension would (through exposure) swiftly cure all that ails it—excessive fees, reckless risk-taking, unaddressed conflicts of interest, mismanagement and potential malfeasance.

III. Introduction

Founded in 1920, STRS is a statewide retirement system that provides pension, disability, survivor, and health care benefits to licensed teachers and other faculty members employed in the public schools of Ohio or any school, college,
university, institution, or other agency controlled, managed and supported, in whole or in part, by the state of Ohio or any political subdivision thereof. STRS serves more than 500,000 active, inactive and retired Ohio public educators. STRS had investment assets of $91.7 billion (as of April 30, 2021), making it one of the largest public pension funds in the U.S. For the fiscal year ended June 30, 2020, the funded ratio of the pension—the value of assets compared to actuarial accrued liabilities—was 77.4 percent. The unfunded actuarial liability of the pension is $22.3 billion.

Federal pension law (Pension Protection Act of 2006)\(^6\) designed to address alarming funding problems encountered by many multiemployer corporate pensions establishes three categories (or zones) of plans: (1) Green Zone for healthy; (2) Yellow Zone for endangered; and (3) Red Zone for critical. These categories are based upon the funding ratio of plan assets to plan liabilities. In general, Green Zone plans have a funding ratio greater than 80 percent, Yellow Zone plans have a funding ratio between 65 percent and 79 percent, and Red Zone plans are less than 65 percent funded. Each plan’s actuary must certify the plan status every year and participants and employers must to be notified of the status of the plan. Each Yellow Zone plan must adopt a funding improvement plan designed to increase its funding percentage and Red Zone plans must adopt rehabilitation plans designed to allow the plans to emerge

\(^6\) https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/PLAW-109publ280/pdf/PLAW-109publ280.pdf
from critical status within 10 years. Under the federal scheme, at 77.4 percent funded, STRS is in the Yellow Zone for endangered.

The investment return assumption used by STRS is 7.45 percent. The actuary for the plan has stated that this is a “relatively aggressive” rate.7

According to the National Association of State Retirement Administrators (NASRA), a public fund survey found that 96 percent of surveyed public pension plans have lowered investment rate of return assumptions since 2010, with reductions resulting in a decline in the average return assumption from 7.52 percent in fiscal year 2017 to 7.2 percent in fiscal year 2020.8 The Pew Charitable Trusts has estimated that the median 20-year investment return for a typical public pension portfolio will be far lower than these optimistic assumptions, at 6.4 percent.9 If the net pension liability were calculated using a discount rate which is one percentage point lower than the current assumption—at approximately the same rate estimated by Pew—the current underfunding would soar to $34.45 billion.

---

7 https://www.strsoh.org/_pdfs/annual-reports/Actuarial_Valuation_2020.pdf


The Retirement Board which provides fiduciary oversight for the pension is composed of 11 members as follows: five elected contributing members; two elected retired members; an investment expert appointed by the governor; an investment expert appointed jointly by the speaker of the Ohio House of Representatives and the Ohio Senate president; an investment expert appointed by the treasurer of state; and the superintendent of public instruction or his designated investment expert. Board members serve without compensation and the fund’s day-to-day operations are managed by an executive director, three deputy executive directors and seven senior officers. More than 100 associates actively manage system investments daily. STRS staff manages approximately 70 percent of the system’s investments. The remaining 30 percent is invested by external money managers.

The Ohio Retirement Study Council (ORSC) was created by the Ohio Legislature to provide legislative oversight of Ohio’s statewide public pension systems (Systems). As of January 1, 2019, the five state retirement systems had combined assets of approximately $203 billion with approximately 675,000 active contributing members, 1,075,000 inactive members, and 475,000 beneficiaries and recipients. The ORSC is comprised of three senators, three representatives and three governor’s appointees.

The ORSC is statutorily required to have conducted by an independent auditor at least once every ten years a fiduciary performance audit of each of the Systems and
actuarial audits of the Systems. The purpose of a fiduciary performance audit is to critically review and evaluate the organizational design, structure and practices of the Systems. An actuarial audit provides an independent review of the Systems’ consulting actuary. The ORSC also reviews the annual operating budgets for each of the Systems. In addition, the ORSC hires its own independent investment consultant to perform the statutorily required semi-annual performance review of the policies, objectives and criteria of the Systems’ investment programs.

- **Lack of Fiduciary and Actuarial Audits**

  Despite the statutory requirement of an independent fiduciary performance audit and actuarial audit at least every 10 years mentioned above, it has been approximately 15 years since the last such audits of STRS commissioned by ORSC.

  When statutorily mandated, critical audits designed to protect the integrity of a $90 billion retirement plan are not commissioned, and delayed year-after-year, it is inexcusable. An investigation into the failures to audit—by ORSC, as well as STRS’s failure to demand such audit results—is warranted, in our opinion.

  Any mismanagement or malfeasance which could have been exposed years earlier through timely audits has been allowed to persist, potentially resulting in great risk and cost to the plan. Worse still, as discussed below, the last fiduciary
The High Cost of Secrecy

A performance audit revealed multiple serious concerns which have never been addressed over the past 15 years.

The ORSC failure to audit is especially troubling because it indicates a lack of diligent legislative oversight potentially impacting all $203 billion in Ohio public pensions and over 2 million citizens. Further, the fiduciary audit for Ohio Public Employees Retirement System was not performed by an independent auditor\(^\text{10}\) (as required under applicable law) and was three years late; the Ohio Police & Fire Pension Fund is only now requesting proposals for the fiduciary audit due 2016; and the actuarial audit of the Ohio State Highway Patrol Retirement System is 21 years overdue.\(^\text{11}\)


\(^{11}\) The only 10-year actuarial review for STRS available on the ORSC website is dated Nov. 6, 2009. That review is limited to “the July 1, 2008 Actuarial Pension Valuation report for the State Teachers Retirement System of Ohio (STRS), and the January 1, 2009 Actuarial OPEB Valuation report for STRS.” It does not cover 10-years of valuation reports. In addition to the two valuation reports noted, the 2009 actuarial review report considered one 5-year experience review—a Powerpoint presentation prepared by Pricewaterhouse Coopers for the period 2003-2008. It also considered a 4-year experience review for the period 2003-2007 prepared by Buck Consulting. There should be included in this report another 5-year actuarial review for the period 1998-2002. An acknowledgement letter from STRS to the actuary dated October 30, 2009 states the next 5-year experience review was scheduled for 2013, but such a report is not on ORSC’s website.

Only one 5-year actuarial investigation report is available on the ORSC website. It is dated March 3, 2017 and covers the period July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2016. Assuming that this 5-year actuarial investigation is the first one conducted after the 2009 report mentioned above, STRS failed to conduct any 5-year actuarial investigation that includes the period July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2011. Of course, this period was in the middle of the Great Recession. The 2009 10-year report discussed above references a 5-year actuarial investigation that was concluded by Pricewaterhouse Coopers in 2008. However, based on the 2009 10-year report,
Clearly, legislative oversight has been compromised for decades.

- **Ohio Retired Teachers Association Commissioned Forensic Review**

Through a grassroots donation campaign that began on October 28, 2020, The Ohio Retired Teachers Association (ORTA) engaged Benchmark Financial Services, Inc. ("Benchmark") to conduct an independent expert forensic review of STRS on behalf of participants. According to ORTA, the decision to engage in this project was driven by a lack of trust between retirees and those managing their pension system.

Most objectionable was the loss of a promised Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA) in 2013 with no resumption in sight. In 2013, STRS did not pay the annual COLA; in 2014, 2015 and 2016 the COLA was reduced from the promised 3 percent to 2 percent. In 2017, the COLA benefits were reduced to zero supposedly “to preserve the fiscal integrity of the retirement system.” With approximately $7 billion paid out in annual pension benefits, elimination of the 3 percent COLA saved the pension approximately $210 million annually.

---

Pricewaterhouse Coopers did not issue a full written report. It merely created a Powerpoint presentation. It is not available on either ORSC’s website or STRS’s website.

---

12 STRS retirees were promised an annual cost of living increase (COLA) at the time of their retirement. This promise was also codified in Ohio law (ORC 3307.67).
When pressed for answers by ORTA, STRS leadership has simply stated the pension will only consider providing any COLA after it has reached a funding level of 85 percent. The problem is, ORTA notes, in over 100 years of existence STRS has rarely been at funding level of 85 percent or above and has not been at such level in the past decade.

At the same time that retirees were experiencing a loss of promised benefits, active teachers saw an increase of 40 percent in their contributions to STRS. Active teachers also witnessed an increase in the number of years required to receive full retirement benefits. These changes resulted in many teachers paying more, working longer, and not receiving the level of benefits previously promised.

Finally, while benefits to retirees were slashed, active teachers required to pay more and receive less, the STRS board voted to increase salaries and pay nearly $10 million in performance incentives for the STRS investment staff. The performance incentives have been paid annually, despite no clear benchmarks for earning these so-called “bonuses.”

Lack of transparency, as well as the benefit reductions described above has created a lack of trust between retirees and their pension system.

Benchmark has conducted a high-impact, limited preliminary forensic review of the pension. The purpose of a high-impact limited forensic review is to readily identify, at a reduced cost, deficiencies which, in our opinion, if
addressed, would significantly improve investment management and performance results.

As noted earlier, our requests for key documents from the pension were overwhelmingly rejected. As a participant-funded review, we had limited opportunity to communicate with or interview people directly associated with the board. We held a limited number of telephone interviews with various investment services providers. Nevertheless, we believe that our expert findings are credible and our recommendations, if followed, would result in significant improvements. In the likely event that STRS or its vendors disagree with our opinions, and are willing to fully disclose all the relevant documents, we welcome the opportunity to review the totality of the relevant information. We reserve the right to change our findings in the event that additional information should be forthcoming.

This report should be read and evaluated with several caveats in mind. First, many of the subjects addressed in this report are inherently judgmental and not susceptible to absolute or definitive conclusions. We assumed the information we were provided, whether by the service providers or STRS is accurate, and could be relied upon. We were not hired to detect or investigate fraud, concealment or misrepresentations and did not attempt to do so. We were not hired to, and did not attempt to conduct a formal or legal investigation or otherwise to use judicial processes or evidentiary safeguards in conducting our review. Our findings and conclusions are based upon our extensive
review of limited documents, the limited interviews we conducted with the board and others associated with STRS, independent analysis, and our experience and expertise. This Report does not and is not intended to provide legal advice. Although the report considers various legal matters, our analysis, findings and recommendations are not intended to provide legal interpretations, legal conclusions or legal advice. For that reason, action upon such matters should not be taken without obtaining legal advice addressing the appropriate statutory or regulatory interpretation and legal findings regarding such matters. Finally, our observations are necessarily based only on the information we considered as of and during the period we performed our review.

IV. Last Fiduciary Performance Audit

In 2004, Independent Fiduciary Services, Inc. (“IFS”) was directed by ORSC to conduct a Fiduciary Performance audit of STRS and in December 2006, the firm presented its Final Report.\(^\text{13}\)

Among the concerns raised in the lengthy IFS report were: STRS staff was the underlying source of all performance data and benchmarks (i.e., returns were not calculated by an independent third party); the Investment Policy Statement (IPS) did not include a plan in the event of active management underperformance; the IPS did not include a Total Fund Benchmark definition; the IPS did not include the

\(^{13}\) The specific details, scope and depth of the review are defined by the July 21, 2004 Agreement, and the September 14, 2005 Amendment, between the ORSC and IFS. [http://www.orsc.org/Assets/Reports/19.pdf](http://www.orsc.org/Assets/Reports/19.pdf)
source of performance data; whether, as represented to IFS, the alternatives benchmark of “actual” performance was part of staff incentive compensation program; the size of internal audit staff and absence of auditors; lack of input from other members of committee (non-Chair) in committee agendas; personal trading policy; and reporting and governance of external consultants and investment staff.

Two serious deficiencies identified in the Fiduciary Performance Audit report and recommendations 15 years ago remain unaddressed to this day:

1. Use of actual performance for benchmarking alternative investments; and
2. Conflicts of interest involving external investment consultants.

- **Lack of Benchmark for Alternative Investments**

Pension fiduciaries have a legal duty to exercise care and skill in the management and investment of plan assets. Acting in the best interests of the plan and the plan participants, a pension fiduciary has the duty to protect and preserve trust assets and, generally, to make the assets productive. In making investment decisions and managing plan assets, the fiduciary must exercise reasonable care, skill and caution. The fiduciary should consider broad investment factors, such as: current economic conditions, effects of inflation or deflation, alternative investment opportunities, expected returns on income and capital, the need for liquidity versus preservation of capital, the production of
income, diversification of investments, and more. In sum, the trustee has a duty to continually observe and evaluate investments to ensure that they are consistent with the purpose of the plan, current economic conditions, and the needs of active and retired participants.

Pension fiduciaries establish investment “benchmarks” as standards against which the performance of investment managers or asset allocation decisions can be measured. Generally, broad market stock and bond indexes are used for this purpose. Absent a benchmark to measure an investment manager or asset allocation decision against, there is the danger that fiduciaries will be misled by absolute returns. Allocating pension assets without established benchmarks amounts to gross mismanagement because the fiduciaries have set no standards for evaluating the performance results.

Ohio Revised Code 3307.15 Investment and Fiduciary Duty of Board (B) states that “the board shall adopt in regular meeting, policies, objectives, or criteria for the operation of the investment program that include asset allocation targets and ranges, risk factors, asset class benchmarks (emphasis added), time horizons, total return objectives, and performance evaluation guidelines.”

“Further, when reporting on the performance of investments, the board shall comply with the performance presentation standards established by the CFA Institute.”
CFA Institute Global Investment Performance Standards are ethical standards for calculating and presenting investment performance based on the principles of fair representation and full disclosure. According to CFA, one important element in the fair representation of investment performance is the choice of a benchmark. Several provisions of the GIPS standards focus on benchmarks. The GIPS standards require firms to select an appropriate total return benchmark for each composite and pooled fund, if an appropriate benchmark is available, and to present benchmark performance in GIPS Reports. The GIPS standards define a benchmark as a point of reference (emphasis added) against which the composite or pooled fund’s returns or risks are compared. Properly used, a benchmark should be a focal point when evaluating a strategy. The thoughtful choice of a benchmark will enhance the performance evaluation of the investment strategy by clearly defining expectations and success, says CFA.

With respect to STRS’s so-called alternative investment “benchmark,” it should be obvious that actual performance of an investment or strategy cannot be considered a benchmark since it does not provide a point of reference against which the investment or strategy can be compared. Actual performance does not clearly define expectations and success. In our decades of professional experience, we have never seen actual performance proposed as a benchmark.
In 2006, IFS noted that the STRS Custom Benchmark for Alternatives was equal to the actual performance of the Alternatives program over time. Apparently STRS, said IFS, decided in 2002 to use the actual return of the Fund’s Alternatives program on a quarterly basis until an appropriate and adequate benchmark for the Alternatives program was agreed upon and implemented. IFS recommended that the Russell 2000 plus 500 basis points, the Russell 3000 plus 500 basis points or the Wilshire 5000 plus 500 basis points, would be appropriate policy benchmarks for this program. The premium over the market index is designed to account for additional risks involved with private equity such as the high rates of failure of portfolio investments, illiquidity factors (concerning both the relevant investment vehicles in which the pension may invest as well as the actual underlying portfolio investments) and other issues, which add risks to investing in the private markets that are included within the pension’s Alternatives program.

We agree with IFS’s recommended benchmarks, as well as the rationale for demanding a 500-basis point “risk premium” above the index.

When compared against such benchmarks, long term performance of Alternatives “is not very impressive over the three and five-year periods and demonstrated that the current Alternatives program could likely be improved,” observed IFS in 2006. In fact, STRS Alternatives underperformance against the Russell 2000 plus 500 basis
points was at that time massive—5 percent versus 10.70 percent.

IFS observed that the IPS stated that the Alternatives program had an objective of earning at least 5 percent net of fees above domestic public equity markets over very long-time horizons and that the pension was not benchmarking its alternatives program as outlined in the IPS in its quarterly reports.

Despite the recommendation by IFS in 2006 that the Russell 2000 or Russell 3000 plus 500 basis points would be appropriate policy benchmark for the Alternatives Program, STRS has continued for the past 15 years to use the actual return of the pension’s Alternatives program as the benchmark for the one-year period. As such, it is impossible for the pension to underperform on a one-year basis.

For the longer 5-year period, the alternative investments blended relative return objective is in two parts by policy: Russell 3000 Index plus 1 percent for Private Equity and Russell 3000 minus 1 percent for Opportunistic /Diversified.

In our opinion, this longer-term benchmark for alternatives is equally absurd. Not only is the Private Equity benchmark far too low given the greater risks related to private equity investing (Russell 3000 plus 1 percent, versus plus 5 percent as recommended by the Fiduciary Performance Audit), with respect to Opportunistic /Diversified we have never seen underperforming a readily achievable index rate of return.
(Russell 3000 minus 1 percent) proposed as an appropriate benchmark.

It is irrational for a pension to set as a goal for its highly speculative alternative investments, such as hedge funds (or any other investments for that matter), to significantly underperform a public markets index, i.e., to intentionally lose money.

According to the Cliffwater report for June 30, 2019, STRS Ohio Alternative returns “fall behind” Relative Return Objectives across all periods “due to the very strong performance of public US stocks across all periods.” In our opinion, a more accurate assessment would be that the Alternatives have massively underperformed the Relative Return objectives across all periods. For example, over the last 10 years Alternatives returned 9.79 percent vs. 14 percent for the Relative Return Objective; for the last 5 years Alternatives returned 6.66 percent versus 9.97 percent.

Use of the IFS recommended Russell 3000 plus 500 basis points as the benchmark would reveal that since the 2006 fiduciary audit (not including the massive underperformance in the 5 years prior to the audit), the Alternatives have dramatically underperformed, 8.26 percent versus 11.91 percent.

The alternatives underperformance losses for the period amount to $8.6 billion or $2.5 million per trading day for 14
years.\textsuperscript{14} Restoring the COLA benefit would cost less than $1 million ($890,000) per day.

For additional perspective, total active teacher contributions since the 2006 Fiduciary Audit amount to approximately $18 billion. $8.6 billion alternative investment underperformance equates to $61,000 per retired teacher.

- **External Investment Consultant Conflicts of Interest**

  With respect to the pension’s then-external investment consultant, Russell, IFS recommended that due to conflicts of interest pervasive in the investment consulting industry and the potential for related harm, “Russell’s contract with STRS should be amended to require Russell to provide annual disclosure of its business relationships with all investment managers or other providers of investment services. This contractually-required disclosure should include information from Russell on the specific amounts paid to Russell by those investment managers employed by STRS and on the specific services provided to those managers.”

  While the pension, when it subsequently hired Callan and Cliffwater as its external investment consultants to replace Russell, included the above recommended disclosure obligations in its contracts with these firms, it appears that STRS has never received disclosure regarding the specific amounts paid to the two firms by those investment managers.

\textsuperscript{14} Calculation input is 252 trading days per year.
managers employed by STRS, detailing the specific services provided to those managers.

V. Fiduciary Duty to Ensure Investment Fees and Expenses Are Reasonable

Unlike most other industries, the fees money managers charge institutional and retail investors for comparable investment services vary astronomically.

Passive, or index investment management services, can be purchased by institutional investors for 1 basis point (one one-hundredth of a percent) or even “for free.”\textsuperscript{15} Active managers, who attempt to beat the market by stock-picking, may charge pensions fees that are 100 times greater (1 percent). Alternative investment managers, including hedge, venture and private equity, may charge asset-based, performance and other fees amounting to approximately 8 percent—800 times greater fees than indexing.

Paying higher fees for active traditional or alternative asset management does not guarantee and, in fact, negatively correlates to superior investment performance. Indeed, the overwhelming majority of active managers fail to outperformance market indexes over time net of fees. The higher the fees, the greater the drag on investment returns.

\textsuperscript{15} Certain index managers will manage large accounts at no cost, in exchange for securities lending income related to the portfolio.
A 2013 report by the Maryland Public Policy Institute and the Maryland Tax Education Foundation which examined the investment fees and investment performance of state pension funds concluded:

“State pension funds, including Maryland, have succumbed for years to a popular Wall Street sales pitch: “active money management beats the market.” As a result, almost all state pension funds use outside managers to select, buy and sell investments for the pension funds for a fee. The actual result — a typical Wall Street manager underperforms relative to passive indexing — is costly to both taxpayers and public sector employees.

For example, the top ten states — in terms of Wall Street fees — had a lower pension fund investment performance — over the last five fiscal years — than the bottom ten states (emphasis added) ... State pension funds should consider indexing. Indexing fees cost a state pension fund about 3 basis points yearly on invested capital vs. 39 basis points for active management fees (or 92 percent less) ... By indexing most of their portfolios, we conclude the 46 state funds surveyed could save $6 billion in fees annually, while obtaining similar (or better) returns to those of active managers.”¹⁶

It is well established that sponsors of public and private retirement plans have a fiduciary duty to ensure that the fees their plans pay money managers for investment advisory services are reasonable. Fees paid for such retirement plan investment services have always been an important consideration for ERISA retirement plan fiduciaries. Further, in recent years such fees have come under increased scrutiny because of class action litigation.

---

¹⁶ Wall Street Fees, Investment Returns, Maryland and 49 Other State Pension Funds by Jeff Hooke and John J. Walters, July 2, 2013.
Department of Labor regulations, and congressional hearings.

According to the Department of Labor:

“Plan fees and expenses are important considerations for all types of retirement plans. As a plan fiduciary, you have an obligation under ERISA to prudently select and monitor plan investments, investment options made available to the plan’s participants and beneficiaries, and the persons providing services to your plan. Understanding and evaluating plan fees and expenses associated with plan investments, investment options, and services are an important part of a fiduciary’s responsibility. This responsibility is ongoing. After careful evaluation during the initial selection, you will want to monitor plan fees and expenses to determine whether they continue to be reasonable in light of the services provided.”

State and local government pensions are exempt from ERISA and are governed by state law. However, because ERISA and state law protections both stem from common law fiduciary and trust principles, best practices for public pensions are frequently similar to those found in ERISA.

At the outset, sponsors of public, as well as private retirement plans must take steps to understand the sources, amounts, and nature of the fees paid by the plan, as well as the related services performed for such fees. After all, a plan sponsor cannot determine the reasonableness of fees paid without a comprehensive understanding of the plan’s services and fees.

Whether a plan’s fees are reasonable depends upon the facts and circumstances relevant to that plan. The plan
sponsors must obtain and consider the relevant information and then make a determination supported by that information.

The shift by public pensions into more complex so-called “alternative” investment vehicles, such as hedge, private equity and venture funds, as well as fund of funds, has brought dramatically higher investment fees which are more difficult for pensions to monitor. Disclosed fees, as a percentage of assets, have increased by about 30 percent over the past decade, as use of alternative assets has more than doubled since 2006.

In addition, public funds are paying more than $4 billion annually in unreported fees associated with alternative investments, according to Pew Charitable Trusts. The hidden costs of private equity investments—which include carried interest, monitoring costs, and portfolio company fees—were not reported as investment expenses among most of the 73 large public funds Pew examined, according to a 2017 report from the non-profit group.17

According to Pew:

“Accounting and disclosure practices also vary widely among pension plans and have not kept pace with increasingly complex investments and fee structures, underscoring the need for additional public information on plan performance and attention to the effects of investment fees on plan health. Full and accurate reporting of asset

17 https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1505qslc30c6x/the-bill-for-hidden-private-equity-fees-$4-billion
allocation, performance, and fee details is essential to determining public pension plans’ ability to pay promised retirement benefits. With more than $3.6 trillion in assets—and the retirement security of 19 million current and former state and local employees at stake—sound and transparent investment strategies are critical.”

Finally, and most disturbing, a recent internal review by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission found that a majority of certain alternative investment managers, private-equity firms, inflate fees and expenses charged to companies in which they hold stakes, raising the prospect of a wave of sanctions against managers (including potentially some of the dozens of private equity managers STRS invests in), by the agency.

More than half of about 400 private-equity firms that SEC staff examined charged unjustified fees and expenses without notifying investors.

“The private-equity model lends itself to potential abuse because it’s so opaque, according to Daniel Greenwood, a law professor at Hofstra University in New York and author of a 2008 paper entitled “Looting: The Puzzle of Private Equity.” The attraction of the funds is that the managers have broad discretion, which also means that investors have a hard time knowing what the managers are doing, he said.”

---

According to another expert cited in the article, “The industry is going to be forced into change because, frankly, when your big investors are public plans and other money that’s run by fiduciaries (emphasis added), you can’t afford as a business matter to be deemed to be engaging in fraud. Fraud doesn’t sell very well.”

Accordingly, pensions, such as STRS which choose to gamble in asset classes, such as private equity funds, specifically cited by regulators for charging bogus fees in violation of the federal securities laws must establish heightened safeguards to ensure that all fees paid to such managers are properly reviewed and determined to be legitimate, as well as fully disclosed to participants.

- **CEM Benchmarking Analysis of Investment Costs and Performance**

CEM Investment Benchmarking is a private Canadian company which STRS retains to annually analyze the pension’s investment costs and performance. CEM is neither registered with the US Securities and Exchange Commission as an investment adviser nor as a broker-dealer.

According to the Summary of the Oversight of STRS Ohio:

CEM Investment Benchmarking annually presents a report to the board comparing STRS Ohio’s investment costs and performance to those of

---


20 The firm’s website states, “Benchmarking pension and sovereign wealth funds is all we do. We do not manage assets.”
our peers. The report consistently shows STRS Ohio’s performance ranks in the top 25 percent of our peer group and our investment costs are low compared to our peers.

In our opinion, the above summary disclosure by STRS regarding CEM findings may, at a minimum, be so incomplete as to be potentially misleading. Disclosure of the full 136-page CEM report, not merely the Executive Summary or Key Takeaways section, is necessary for pension stakeholders to form a complete understanding of CEM’s findings.

The information CEM provides to pensions, their stakeholders and other investors globally relates to the investment performance and cost of $15 trillion in participating assets. CEM acknowledges:

“We provide our clients with objective, actionable benchmarking insight into how to maximize value for money in investments and pension administration.”

And:

“Our reports and insights provide actionable insights and are used strategically as well as to help meet fiduciary responsibilities.”

In other words, both pensions and stakeholders rely upon CEM findings, as disclosed, in evaluating and executing investment strategies. The cost information the firm provides is intended to, and does, impact investment vehicle selection because costs are understood to materially impact performance.
For this reason, we believe it is appropriate for legislators, regulators, law enforcement and pension stakeholders to examine whether the investment cost and other information disclosed to pension stakeholders by the firm and its pension clients is accurate, as well as fully and fairly presented.

We requested the following information from STRS related to CEM:

1. Please provide all contracts between STRS and CEM Benchmarking.
2. Please provide all reports and analysis produced by CEM Benchmarking related to STRS's investment management fees, costs and expenses.
3. Please provide all reports and analysis produced by CEM Benchmarking related to alternative investments.

We received the following response from STRS:

Concerning the above items, I must note that much of your request is overly broad and fails to satisfy the requirement of public records law that you specifically and particularly identify the records that you are seeking. Under Ohio law, a requester has the duty to “identify the records......wanted with sufficient clarity.” State ex rel. Dillery v. Icsman (2001) 92 Ohio St.3d 312, 314.

A public office is not required to conduct research or otherwise “seek out and retrieve those records which would contain the information of interest to the requester”. State ex rel. Fant v. Tober (8th Dist., April 28, 1993), No. 63737, 1993 Ohio App. LEXIS 2591 at *4; aff’d (1993), 68 Ohio St. 3d 117. To the extent that you have requested records containing specific information, rather than identifying the specific records you seek, your request is inappropriate under applicable legal standards. If
there are specific records you would like to request, please identify those with sufficient clarity.

That said, in the interest of openness, this office has voluntarily made an effort to identify readily available public records that are responsive to items two and three and we are providing the five reports we believe to be responsive.

Again, to the extent there are additional records you seek related to any of these items, please identify those records with sufficient clarity.

CEM Benchmarking’s explanation of their redactions is:

“The redactions have been made in line with the definition of “Trade secret” as defined in Ohio Code 1333.61 Uniform trade secrets act definitions as follows:

(D) “Trade secret” means information, including the whole or any portion or phase of any scientific or technical information, design, process, procedure, formula, pattern, compilation, program, device, method, technique, or improvement, or any business information or plans, financial information, or listing of names, addresses, or telephone numbers, that satisfies both of the following:

(1) It derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by, other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use.

(2) It is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.

We have redacted our cost data as well as certain formulas and methods used in the preparation of the report. The information that has been redacted is not publicly available and is only provided to our paying clients. The redacted cost data has been provided to us by our clients and forms our proprietary cost database. This data and
database is not available from other public sources and forms the basis for our analysis. It is key to our business model that the data not be publicly released. Note that I have not redacted return information since 1) much of this data could be gleaned from publicly available sources (CAFRs) and is not core to our product."

We are still reviewing the remaining requests, and will follow up with additional records and/or clarifications regarding the records you seek.

Again, we do not believe it is appropriate for STRS to simply defer to investment service providers regarding whether information sought from the pension pursuant to Ohio public records laws should be provided to the public.

Apparently, all redactions were made or demanded by CEM and STRS neither confirms nor disputes CEM’s rationale for its redactions. Conspicuously redacted from the reports were the identities of the public pension funds that CEM chose as STRS’s peers for cost and performance comparison. CEM also redacted data about STRS’s performance, including investment costs, external money manager fees, and performance information on STRS’s investments. CEM offers no explanation as to how it can claim that STRS’s own internal data can be CEM’s trade secret.

In our opinion, STRS should be facilitating, not thwarting, transparency and compliance with Ohio public records laws. Accordingly, on May 21, 2021, we filed a complaint for writ mandamus with the Supreme Court of Ohio seeking the STRS public records related to CEM.
We have not been provided with a copy of the contract between STRS and CEM. However, the pension discloses that for the past five years it has paid the firm $75,000 per year for its services. The contract which defines the obligations of the parties, the terms and scope of engagement should be made available in order to permit the public to scrutinize the methodology followed by the firm, as well as evaluate the firm’s findings.

For example, it is our understanding (from interviews with CEM staff) that STRS staff provides the firm with all of the data regarding the pension’s investment costs and performance, which CEM analyzes. Indeed, CEM acknowledges above that “the redacted cost data has been provided to us by our clients and forms our proprietary cost database.”

“The analysis is as accurate as possible based upon fees as reported to us by our clients” (emphasis added),” says CEM. However, CEM has advised us:

- Pensions may not know the costs of all their investments;
- Pensions may decline to provide CEM with known cost information which pensions are not “overly comfortable with;”
- CEM does not independently collect any cost information from investment managers which might

---

21 https://checkbook.ohio.gov/Pensions/STRS.aspx
verify or contradict the fees as reported by pension clients; and
• Cost and performance estimates created by CEM have been utilized with respect to many STRS investments.

In response to our public records request, we received from STRS an Investment Cost Effectiveness Analysis for the 5-year periods ending December 31, 2015, 2017, 2018 and 2019. The documents were redacted at the request of CEM as indicated earlier.

The CEM reports we were provided state that the information contained therein is proprietary and confidential and may not be disclosed to third parties without the express written mutual consent of both CEM and STRS. While the reports repeatedly state that the most meaningful comparisons for returns, value added and cost performance are to “your custom peer group,” it is noted: “To preserve client confidentiality, given potential access to documents as permitted by the Freedom of Information Act, we do not disclose your peers’ names in this document.” In other words, information which is critical for assessing the value of the peer group analysis has been intentionally withheld from the document to avoid potential disclosure of said information to the public under applicable state law.

In our opinion, there is no valid reason a single U.S. public pension, let alone a “custom peer group” of 17 such funds (with assets ranging from $47.4 billion to $227.7 billion) should
agree to provide in-depth, “sensitive” financial information related to perhaps $1 trillion in public assets to a private investment services company—for purposes of analyses supposedly prepared for the benefit of, and certainly paid for by, the U.S. funds—and further agree to withhold the details of said analyses from pension stakeholders. After all, the information provided to CEM relates to stakeholder money.

We note that at least one other state pension, South Carolina, has released its entire 136-page CEM analysis to the public. Thus, it appears any supposed concerns regarding the proprietary and confidential nature of information contained in CEM analyses are not insurmountable.

We further note that the December 2018 Final Report and Recommendations of the Public Pension Management and Asset Investment Review Commission of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania which was charged with comprehensively reviewing the investment operations of the Commonwealth’s two largest public retirement funds, with the goal of identifying efficiencies and best practices in

22 CEM’s website states that the information it collects from pensions is “sensitive.”

23 CEM claims 166 U.S. pension funds participate in its database. The median U.S. fund had assets of $8.6 billion and the average U.S. fund had assets of $24.2 billion. Total participating U.S. assets were $4.0 trillion.

24 The South Carolina report released to the public includes much of the same information redacted from the STRS report. 
https://www.rsic.sc.gov/PDFs/2017.12.31percent20CEMpercent20REPORT.pdf
pension fund management recommended that the two pensions collaborate on a detailed CEM administrative and investment cost benchmarking analysis, and make the detailed report(s) available to the public (not only the Executive Summary).\textsuperscript{25}

In Pennsylvania and South Carolina, unlike Ohio, there is recognition that the public deserves to see the entire CEM report, not select passages.

In our opinion, failure to disclose names of funds in the custom peer group renders the peer analysis unauditable. Indeed, stakeholders cannot even be certain that disclosure of the names in the custom peer group was made to, as well as understood and accepted by, the board consistent with the board’s fiduciary duties.\textsuperscript{26} To further complicate matters, CEM notes—without explanation—that the STRS peer group may change from year-to-year.

Paradoxically, according to CEM itself, “in every other country in the world, pensions—such as Canada’s largest pension, the $221 billion Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan—willingly disclose their custom peer groups (emphasis added).” Only American public pensions, subject to

\textsuperscript{25} https://www.psers.pa.gov/About/Investment/Documents/PPMAIRCpercent202018/2018-PPMAIRC-FINAL.pdf Pg. 4.

\textsuperscript{26} Board members we have interviewed indicate disclosure of peers’ names in the custom peer group has not been made to the board. If true, the board cannot possibly evaluate whether the peer group analysis is appropriate, consistent with its fiduciary duties.
expansive state open records laws, demand secrecy, says CEM.

In summary, if favorable summaries of CEM analyses are to be happily announced to U.S. public pension stakeholders—for the American public to rely upon—then there should be no hesitancy in disclosing the underlying data and documents supporting those conclusions. Further, as discussed below, the full findings in the CEM report appear to conflict with the summary findings publicly stated by STRS and raise additional concerns in our opinion. At a minimum, public review of the complete CEM report is, in our opinion, critical to understanding the findings and assessing its credibility.

In support of our views regarding the importance of transparency, we note with great emphasis that CEM says the following in its report: “The value of the information contained in these reports is only as good as the quality of the data received.” If the public cannot see the underlying data, then it is impossible to assess its validity. However, we believe that the value of the CEM reports is also heavily dependent upon the quality of the analysis and extensive use of cost estimates supplied by CEM, not merely the quality of the data provided by pensions such as STRS.

CEM’s website unequivocally states that “Transparency Matters.”
Says CEM’s Mike Heale: “Trust is a critically important success factor. Transparency builds trust. Transparency is the right thing to do and the smart thing to do.”

Indeed, CEM offers a custom Transparency Benchmarking Service for funds which it claims “helps funds speed up the implementation of transparency best practices and builds a great foundation for transparency leadership in our industry.”

On the other hand, the firm’s website includes numerous assurances to clients regarding confidentiality.

Preaching transparency while promising confidentiality is problematic, in our opinion.

The unredacted 2018 report initially states in the Key Takeaways section of the Executive Summary that the pension’s 5-year net total return of 6.25 percent was in the top quartile and above the fund’s 6.09 percent 5-year policy return. The 5-year net value added was 0.16 percent. As noted by CEM, “Total returns, by themselves, provide little insight into the reasons behind relative performance.

---

27 https://cembenchmarking.com/gptb.html

28 “The information that CEM collects from clients is sensitive and we are very careful about how we handle it. Your data will be treated in the same confidential manner as data received from all other clients who participate in our surveys. Data collected from you may be used for benchmarking and research, but only in a manner that preserves confidentiality by combining your responses with many others. CEM may disclose your fund’s inclusion by name in its client reports if your fund is part of the peer group used as the basis for the report. This disclosure will not be linked to your data or results. From time to time, CEM may provide access to the data on an unnamed basis, and under a strict confidentiality agreement, for academic research.”
Therefore, we separate total return into its more meaningful components: policy return and value added.” Policy return is the return a pension would receive if it passively invested its assets i.e., bought appropriate index funds. Value added indicates the extra return provided by active management.

A footnote later in the report discloses that “to enable fairer comparisons, the policy returns for all participants except your fund were adjusted to reflect private equity benchmarks based on lagged, investable public-market indices. If CEM used this same adjustment for your fund, your 5-year policy return would be 6.8 percent, 0.7 percent higher than the pension’s actual 5-year policy return of 6.1 percent. Mirroring this, the 5-year total fund net value added of 0.16 percent would be 0.7 percent lower” or, by our estimate, -0.54 percent.

In other words, a fairer comparison (says CEM)—not included in the Key Takeaways—reveals that the pension underperformed its 5-year policy return, producing a negative value added—the very two components of the pension’s total return which CEM claims are more meaningful. A negative net value added means that the pension did not benefit from active management, i.e., STRS would have earned over $400 million more annually, or over $2 billion for the five-year period by simply passively indexing

---

29 As discussed elsewhere, the fund has continued to use its actual returns as its private equity benchmark for approximately 15 years—a “benchmark” it is impossible for the pension to underperform—despite the recommendation in a 2006 Fiduciary Performance Report to change to an appropriate benchmark.
its investments according to its policy mix. These findings are strikingly different from those announced by STRS, in our opinion.30

Key Takeaways also states that the pension’s investment cost of 40.1 basis points was below its benchmark cost of 54.5 basis points which suggests that the fund was low cost compared to its peers., i.e., was low cost because it paid less than its peers for similar services and had a lower cost for implementing its style.

The report later states that the investment costs were $279.1 million or 36.9 basis points and $302.8 million or 40.1 basis points when hedge fund performance fees and private equity base management fee offsets were added. However, it is disclosed that transaction costs and private asset performance fees were not included in the latter total.

The report indicates that CEM excluded external private asset performance fees and all transaction costs from the pension’s total cost because “only a limited number of participants were able to provide complete data.” In other words, either most of the 17 unnamed U.S. public pensions

---

30 Similarly, the 2017 report states in the Key takeaways section that the pension’s 5-year total return of 10.1 percent met the fund’s 5-year policy return of 10.1 percent, and that the 5-year net value added was 0.0 percent. Later the report discloses, “to enable fairer comparisons, the policy returns for all participants except your fund were adjusted to reflect private equity benchmarks based on lagged, investable public-market indices. If CEM used this same adjustment for your fund, your 5-year policy return would be 10.7 percent, 0.6 percent higher than your actual 5-year policy return of 10.1 percent. Mirroring this, your 5-year total fund net value added would be 0.6 percent lower.” That is, the fund underperformed its policy return and had a net value added of -0.6 percent. Again, a negative net value added means that the pension did not benefit from active management.
included in the custom peer group failed to diligently monitor the complete fees paid related to these high-cost, high-risk opaque investments, i.e., did not know the complete costs, or the pensions were aware of the complete fees but refused to disclose them—either of which would serve to reduce each pension and the group’s overall costs reported to CEM.

In Appendix A, performance fees of $160.8 million are estimated by CEM in 2018. We note with great emphasis that this figure is a mere estimate provided by CEM, as an accommodation to its pension clients and without confirmation from the investment managers. In our opinion, the default fees (which are based upon pension reported medians) are likely underestimates.

Appendix A- Data Summary: Comments and defaults, is an extensive list of base and performance fee default cost estimates applied by CEM to 75 of the pension’s investments over the period either because (according to CEM):

1. STRS did not provide cost information to CEM; or
2. STRS failed to provide support for the unusually low-cost information reported to CEM; or
3. To enable CEM comparisons of the total cost of different implementation styles.

These base and performance fee default costs are significant—some in excess of 2 percent.

Unlike the base fee estimates, the performance fee estimates “are not included in the pension’s total fund cost
or in benchmark analysis,” says CEM. It is unclear to us why the default costs are not included. Obviously, failure to include the significant performance fee default costs in the pension’s total fund cost or in benchmark analysis—for whatever reason—serves to make the pension appear lower cost and more competitively managed.

In our opinion, if, during the data confirmation process CEM and STRS discussed the disturbing fact that certain investment management costs were unknown to STRS, or, worse still, known but not provided for some reason, the sole acceptable, prudent course would have been to scrutinize any unknown costs more thoroughly and demand full disclosure of all costs, as opposed to continuing to invest billions in the highest-cost, highest-risk, most opaque assets blithely ignorant of (or concealing) the true costs—using problematic median default estimates as support for the strategy.

Again, pension fiduciaries have a legal duty to monitor all investment and other costs for reasonableness—not merely guess, or estimate, what those costs might be.

Use of median default estimates in managing a $90 billion plan securing the retirement of hundreds of thousands of state teachers fails to meet applicable fiduciary standards, in our opinion.

True costs are always ascertainable and should always be used in order to safeguard assets. Further, for STRS to represent to pension stakeholders that it is aware of and
diligently monitoring investment costs while secretly admitting to CEM it is failing to perform its oversight duties is unconscionable, in our opinion.

When performance fees of $160.8 million are added in, the revised fee total rises from $279.1 million, then $302.8 million to **$463.6 million or 61.3 basis points**, versus the 40.1 basis points noted in the Key Takeaways. This cost is significantly greater than the fund’s benchmark cost of 54.5 basis points, suggesting that STRS was high cost compared to its peers, i.e., paid more than peers for similar services and had a higher cost for implementing its style. Again, these findings appear to be strikingly different from those announced by STRS.

However, it appears that even the $463.6 million estimated total cost is incomplete.

In 2015, CEM concluded that the difference between what pensions reported as expenses and what they actually charged investors averaged at least two percentage points a year. And this estimate, CEM acknowledged, was probably low.\(^{31}\) CEM has stated private equity fund of funds costs average over 5 percent. Professor Ludovic Phalippou, at the Said School of Business at Oxford, found that the average private equity buyout fund charged more than 7 percent in fees each year.\(^{32}\)

---

\(^{31}\) [https://www.cembenchmarking.com/Files/Documents/CEM_article_-_The_time_has_come_for_standardized_total_cost_disclosure_for_private_equity.pdf](https://www.cembenchmarking.com/Files/Documents/CEM_article_-_The_time_has_come_for_standardized_total_cost_disclosure_for_private_equity.pdf)

More recently, in 2020, CEM concluded that pensions are reporting, at best, only half of their investment management costs.\textsuperscript{33}

“Our research indicates that, at best, only half of true total investment management costs are included in asset owner financial statements. Across the industry this means an enormous amount of costs actually incurred go unreported. Tens of billions of dollars are not reported by asset owners.”

“We believe our estimate that 49 per cent of costs go unreported in financial statements of annual reports is conservative and the extent of under-reporting is likely to be higher across the entire industry.”

Our forensic investigations routinely uncover fees related to alternative funds and fund of funds in the 7-10 percent range.\textsuperscript{34} Our 2014 forensic investigation of the $87 billion State Employees’ Retirement System of the State of North Carolina revealed that the pension paid undisclosed fees approximately $500 million, in addition to the $500 million in fees it disclosed.\textsuperscript{35}

\textsuperscript{33} https://www.top1000funds.com/2020/11/asset-owners-report-half-of-all-costs/

\textsuperscript{34} https://www.forbes.com/sites/edwardsiedle/2012/06/26/jp-morgan-hedge-fund-of-funds-out-of-this-world-fees-and-egregious-conflicts/?sh=61def7b72e50

\textsuperscript{35} https://www.seanc.org/assets/SEANC_Pension_Investigation_Highlights_Recommendations.pdf
In our opinion, there is ample reason to believe the total fees are nearly **double** what the pension is reporting, amounting to almost **$1 billion** annually.

To put the hidden, unreported fees into context, they amount to $2.75 million per school day and **more than twice the $210 million required to fund STRS COLAs annually.**

We note with great emphasis that since STRS investment managers may withdraw their fees from pension accounts in the absence of any diligent monitoring by STRS, **the risk of looting, i.e., illegitimate withdrawals, is dangerously high**, in our opinion.

In conclusion, there is no point in debating the true all-in investment costs. Absent an accounting and full transparency, pension stakeholders can never be certain of the true costs; with scrutiny, the true costs can be precisely determined and publicly disclosed, consistent with applicable fiduciary duties—restoring financial integrity to the pension.

As CEM notes in a private equity whitepaper, cost disclosure and transparency can lead to better decisions. Says CEM:

“Clearly there currently are challenges with collecting full private equity costs, but the exercise can yield benefits beyond improved disclosure and transparency. Understanding true costs can lead to lower costs through negotiation with managers. Additionally, understanding costs may lead to more efficient investment vehicle selection because high costs will materially impact private equity performance.”
In conclusion, there is never any justification for a pension to fail to demand full disclosure of fees from investment managers since failure to understand true costs may lead to less efficient investment vehicle selection and negatively impact performance.

An exhaustive investigation into all past payments to investment managers should be immediately undertaken, as well as recovery pursued with respect to any illegitimate payments, in our opinion. Finally, disclosure of historic costs should be adjusted to correct any past underreporting or errors.

VI. Fees On Committed, Uninvested Capital
According to the Quarterly Alternative Investment Report, as of June 30, 2020, the pension had unfunded alternative investment capital commitments in the following amounts:

Total Private Equity
$4,308,715,233

Total Opportunistic/Diversified
$2,843,385,850

Total Unfunded Commitments
$7,152,101,083

It is common practice for private equity and other alternative investment funds to charge investment management fees on “committed capital.” In other words, after the investor makes a capital commitment to a fund, management fees are charged on the entire commitment
amount, regardless of whether the capital is actually drawn or invested. Paying fees on committed, uninvested capital results in exponentially greater fees on assets under management on a percentage basis.

For example, imagine STRS contractually agrees (commits) to invest $100 million (capital) in a fund over the next ten years, but only actually deposits $10 million into the fund early on. If the fee is 2 percent annually on committed capital (including the uninvested amount of $90 million), STRS will be charged fees of 2 percent annually on $100 million or $2 million, not 2 percent of $10 million or $200,000—even though the manager is only actually handling (investing) $10 million of the pension’s assets initially. Note that in the example, 2 percent on “committed, uninvested capital” equates to an astronomical fee of 20 percent of the $10 million actually invested initially.

In 2017, reportedly 91 percent of private equity managers demanded investors pay fees today on money investors had committed to invest over time, say, over the next 10 years. Fees on committed, uninvested capital amount to paying managers for doing nothing—no service whatsoever is provided in exchange for the lavish fee. In our opinion, such fees add insult to injury since these types of investment funds

---

already charge exponentially higher fees than traditional stock and bond managers.\(^{37}\)

Not surprising, unlike STRS, a growing minority of savvy institutional investors resist paying fees to investment managers based upon their capital commitments.

According to CEM, fees on committed capital generally range from 1.56 percent to 2 percent. Assuming STRS pays fees of 2 percent on total unfunded commitments, this amounts to an annual waste of approximately $143 million—enough to restore the COLA to 2 percent.

As discussed extensively earlier, it is unclear whether STRS monitors or knows the full fees—including fees on committed, uninvested capital—it pays investments managers and whether those fees are fully disclosed.

VII. ACA Compliance Group Independent Investment Performance Examination and Verification

Since 2006, STRS has regularly stated in press releases and on its website that its “performance was verified by ACA Performance Services and was in compliance with the CFA Institute Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS), widely considered to be the best standard for calculating and presenting investment performance.”\(^{38}\)


According to a November 12, 2020 letter from Nick Treneff, STRS Communication Services Director, STRS was “one of the first asset owners to voluntarily adopt what is widely considered industry best practice for investment performance reporting and presentation — the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS), developed by the CFA Institute.”

“We are currently one of only five U.S. pension plans that comply with these standards and have done so each year since 2006 as verified by an independent third-party, ACA Compliance Group. ACA completed rigorous testing and validation of the STRS Ohio total fund performance calculation inputs, resulting return and reporting and shared that STRS Ohio complies with the industry’s most stringent reporting practices (emphasis added).”

Introduced in 1999, the GIPS standards are universal, voluntary standards based on the fundamental principles of full disclosure and fair representation of investment performance. The GIPS standards are administered globally by CFA Institute and have been adopted by 1,700+ firms in more than 47 markets around the world, including some or all of the assets of the 24 of the top 25 asset management firms.

STRS rightly states that it is one of only a handful of pensions to comply with GIPS standards. While many traditional investment managers secure GIPS compliance as a marketing tool, it is extremely rare (as well as problematic, in our opinion) for asset owners to incorporate GIPS principles in their own performance reporting to oversight boards,
governing bodies and plan beneficiaries. It has been noted that with increased public scrutiny of some asset owners, such public pensions, GIPS compliance verification may be reassuring to stakeholders that the asset owner is following universal standards and best practices related to performance calculation. That is, GIPS compliance may present some perceived marketing advantage to a pension, such as STRS, under intense scrutiny.

To be clear, GIPS standards are voluntary asset management industry standards—standards which the industry agrees are “best practice” or acceptable. Whether GIPS standards are “best practice” or acceptable for retirement plan fiduciaries is an entirely different matter. That is, standards which the asset management industry is comfortable voluntarily adopting likely will fail to be rigorous enough to meet the heightened standards applicable to fiduciaries charged with safeguarding retirement plan assets.

We requested the following documents from STRS related to ACA Compliance:

1. Please provide all contracts between the STRS and ACA Compliance.
2. Please provide any documents regarding potential conflicts of interest at ACA.

---


40 We note that GIPS Compliance began in 2006 when the pension emerged from its last Fiduciary Performance Review.
3. Please provide any due diligence documents regarding litigation, regulatory or disciplinary matters involving ACA.
4. Please provide any disclosure by ACA of compensation arrangements with STRS investment managers.
5. Please provide documents related to any review by the STRS Board conflicts of interest at ACA.
6. Please provide any disclosure providing the actual dollar amounts of compensation received by ACA from STRS investment managers.
7. Please provide all reports related to STRS GIPS compliance and investment performance produced by ACA.

STRS responded:

Concerning items 2-7, I must note that much of your request fails to satisfy the requirement of public records law that you specifically and particularly identify the records that you are seeking. Under Ohio law, a requestor has the duty to “identify the records......wanted with sufficient clarity.” State ex rel. Dillery v. Icsman (2001) 92 Ohio St.3d 312, 314.

A public office is not required to conduct research or otherwise “seek out and retrieve those records which would contain the information of interest to the requester”. State ex rel. Fant v. Tober (8th Dist., April 28, 1993), No. 63737, 1993 Ohio App. LEXIS 2591 at *4; aff’d (1993), 68 Ohio St. 3d 117. To the extent that you have requested records containing specific information, rather than identifying the specific records you seek, your request is inappropriate under applicable legal standards. If there are specific records you would like to request, please identify those with sufficient clarity.

That said, in the interest of openness, this office has voluntarily made an effort to identify readily available public records that are responsive and have found no records we believe to be responsive to #2-6, and we are providing all 6 reports we believe to be responsive to Item
#7. Again, to the extent there are additional records you seek, please identify those with sufficient clarity.

The reports provided by STRS included a Service Agreement effective January 8, 2015 which provides the fee for the initial engagement was $49,000. As to ACA’s role, the Agreement warns:

Because ACA will not perform a detailed inspection of all of Client's books and records, communications, and transactions, there is a risk that material issues or deficiencies, fraudulent activity, misappropriation of assets, or violations of law, which may exist, will not be detected during the course of performing the Services. In addition, and due to the characteristics of fraud, a properly planned and performed verification or performance examination may not detect fraudulent activity, misappropriation of assets, or violations of law. ACA will promptly report to Client any fraudulent activity relating to Client that comes to ACA's attention during the course of performing the Services. Client acknowledges that it is ultimately responsible for the adequacy of its policies and procedures for complying with the GIPS standards as well as the calculation and presentation of any Asset Classes.

ACA does not offer legal or accounting services, nor does it provide substitute services for those provided by legal counsel or certified public accountants. If ACA provides forms or other documents to Client, the provision of such documents should not be deemed to constitute any form of legal advice. Although ACA’s work may involve analysis of accounting and financial records, this engagement is not an audit of Client in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, nor is it a review of the internal controls of Client in accordance with any authoritative accounting literature or other accounting standards.
The other reports we were provided include Verification and Performance Examination Reports for the periods from July 1, 2005 through June 30, 2015; for the periods from July 1, 2006 through June 30, 2016; for the periods from July 1, 2007 through June 30, 2017; for the periods from July 1, 2008 through June 30, 2018; for the period ended June 30, 2019; and for the period ended June 30, 2020.

The Verification and Performance Examination Report for the period ended June 30, 2020, states that the firm’s management “is responsible for compliance with the GIPS standards and the design of its policies and procedures and for the Total Firm’s compliant presentation.” Also, it is stated “This report does not relate to or provide assurance on any composite compliant presentation of the Firm other that the Firm’s Total Fund” and “The Total Fund Composite includes all individual portfolios that are combined into one aggregate portfolio for GIPS compliance purposes.”

The Accompanying Notes to the ACA Report indicate that the actual asset allocation of the pension as of June 30, 2020 included Real Estate 9.7 percent and Alternative Investments 17.6 percent.

With respect to real estate, the ACA Report states “Due to the nature of real estate investments, all private real estate is valued using market-based inputs that are comparable but subjective in nature due to the lack of widely observable inputs.” Also, “Internally managed direct real estate investments are valued by an external appraiser once every
three years and by an internal valuation quarterly. Valuations of externally managed commingled real estate funds are determined by the underlying investment manager quarterly, with supporting financial statements when available.”

With respect to alternative investments ACA states, “Due to the nature of alternative investments, substantially all investments in this asset class are valued using market-based inputs that are comparable but subjective in nature due to the lack of widely observable inputs.” Also, “Alternative investments are valued by the underlying investment manager with supporting financial statements generally on a quarterly basis.”

As the above statements regarding the pension’s real estate and alternative investments (comprising at least approximately 27 percent of the portfolio) indicate, there is substantial uncertainty regarding the value of these assets. While industry and GIPS standards may permit these managers to unilaterally, subjectively value such assets they manage, such valuations cannot be considered credible by asset owners. After all, the managers are subject to a profound conflict of interest in establishing portfolio values since they are compensated on the value of those assets through asset-based fees.

Thus, for the pension to proudly state, “ACA completed rigorous testing and validation of the STRS Ohio total fund performance calculation inputs, resulting return and
reporting and shared that STRS Ohio complies with the industry’s most stringent reporting practices,” is potentially misleading to stakeholders, in our opinion. At a minimum, it is inaccurate to state that there has been “rigorous testing and validation” of the real estate and alternative investment values. Whether STRS or the real estate and alternative managers comply with voluntary asset management industry reporting practices which may or may not be “most stringent” is irrelevant.

Further, we note that GIPS compliance is not the norm for alternative investment managers. As Justin Guthrie, Head of Performance Services at ACA Compliance Group was recently quoted saying:

When it comes to traditional fixed income and equity mandates, nearly 80 percent of firms are GIPS-compliant. But, in sharp contrast, that statistic for alternative asset managers is less than 5 percent. In an age where institutional investors demand increased transparency across asset classes, I believe private equity firms, hedge funds and the real estate investment industry will find themselves changing their tune around voluntary compliance ahead of the updated 2020 GIPS standards coming in effect. We’ve seen first-hand from our client base that institutional investors are demanding GIPS compliance as a part of the RFP and overall due diligence process from alternative managers, which is precisely why the GIPS executive committee has been working hard to reorient the standards to accommodate a wide array of asset classes.

The world of private equity would particularly benefit from the broad adoption of the GIPS standards, as the industry faces a lack of standardized methodologies and consistency for the presentation of IRR results. There has been much concern around lines of credit and
how private equity firms disclose performance results, including differences in the MOIC calculation as well as treatment of affiliated capital–the 2020 GIPS standards provide a framework for consistency, and prevent the comparison of apples to oranges when it comes to reporting results to investors.”41

Guthrie’s statements above suggest that ACA is largely in the business of providing GIPS compliance verification services to traditional asset managers. Few alternative asset managers (less than 5 percent, says Guthrie), and even fewer still pensions (only 5, says STRS), seek GIPS compliance services.

Based upon statements by ACA that less than 5 percent of alternatives managers are GIPS compliant, it seems likely that most of STRS’s approximately 170 alternative investment funds are not GIPS compliant.

With respect to Guthrie’s statement that “institutional investors are demanding GIPS compliance as a part of the RFP and overall due diligence process from alternative managers,” we asked the pension in a public records request for all RFPs related to asset management services (traditional, as well as alternative assets) to determine whether all managers were required to demonstrate GIPS compliance in connection with any due diligence undertaken by the pension. The RFPs we were provided in response to our public records request related to traditional active managers. It appears that alternatives managers are

hired without the issuance of an RFP. The RFPs we were provided included the following question:

Discuss whether the firm is GIPS® compliant. If so, state whether and for how long the firm has been verified, the name of your verifier, and provide a copy of your most recent verification letter. If not, state why.

In short, it appears that STRS does not require GIPS compliance of any of its asset managers—even those hired pursuant to an RFP.

We note that Ohio Revised Code 3309.15 governing the investment and fiduciary duties of the Board states:

If the board contracts with a person, including an agent or investment manager, for the management or investment of the funds, the board shall require the person to comply with the global investment performance standards established by the chartered financial analyst institute, or a successor organization, when reporting on the performance of investments.

It appears that compliance with the above statutory requirement may not be enforced.

Based upon this response and our experience, we have no reason to believe that pensions (which are increasingly relying upon alternative investments) are demanding, or the alternative investment managers are themselves voluntarily embracing GIPS compliance standards. While GIPS compliance may assist managers in their marketing, it is not at all clear that GIPS compliance verification for public pensions which invest heavily in alternatives investments (which are generally not GIPS compliant) provides any
meaningful benefit to stakeholders, in our opinion. On the other hand, the risk that STRS GIPS compliance representations may be mischaracterized by pensions, or misunderstood by stakeholders seems very real.

Finally, we note ACA is currently embroiled in a controversy regarding exaggerated investment returns at Pennsylvania’s $64 billion public school employees pension fund which is being investigated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. According to an article in The Inquirer:

Another issue concerns an outside consultant, ACA Group of New York, which was hired to check the calculation and whether its review was deliberately handcuffed.

Before the board reversal, pension officials said repeatedly in official documents that ACA had verified the number. ACA then pushed back, insisting that it was hired only to spot-check the math.42

VIII. External Investment Consultants
At this time, the Retirement Board retains two investment consulting firms. Callan is the full retainer consultant overseeing general investment matters, the liquid asset classes (equity and fixed income) and real estate. With respect to investment consulting services, Callan advises the Board on matters such as asset allocation, investment strategy, and investment performance benchmark selection for all asset classes; provides annual investment performance reviews (including real estate and alternative

investments), quarterly performance reports including direct cost estimates to arrive at a net active management return for each period, a review for the Board at least once every three years of the quality and capabilities of STRS’s internal investment management organization, and annual investment and educational seminars for the Board.

Cliffwater LLC, is a full retainer non-discretionary investment consultant specializing in alternative investments which provides review and comment on the alternative investment strategy; upon request, but in no event more than once during the initial three year contract term, conducts a review of STRS’s alternatives investment operations; participates in STRS educational activities and seminars; upon request, assists STRS staff with the design and implementation of its hedge fund program, including recommending and monitoring hedge funds.

As discussed earlier, the 2006 Fiduciary Performance review recommended, given potential conflicts of interest pervasive in the investment consulting industry, that the then-consultant Russell’s contract with STRS be amended to require Russell to provide annual disclosure of its business relationships with all investment managers or other providers of investment services. This contractually-required disclosure should include information from Russell on the specific amounts paid to Russell by those investment managers.

---

43 The Cliffwater Investment Advisor Agreement repeatedly specifically states that the firm is a non-discretionary adviser; for whatever reason, the Callan Agreement does not specify whether Callan is either a discretionary or non-discretionary adviser.
employed by STRS and on the specific services provided to those managers, said IFS.

As detailed below, our review indicates that STRS has replaced Russell and entered into investment advisory agreements with two new investment consultants. Both agreements with the new investment consultants require the full disclosure—as recommended 15 years ago—of all business relationships with investment managers and service providers, as well as specific amounts paid to the investment consultants by STRS investment managers. However, it appears STRS has not received full disclosure of conflicted payments.

If true, then both consultants may be in breach of their contracts with the fund. In our opinion, by failing to adequately monitor conflicts of interests involving STRS investment consultants which could potentially undermine the integrity of the pension’s investment decision-making process, the board may have breached its fiduciary duty to safeguard assets and exposed the fund to enormous risks. Further, the board may have permitted the investment consultants to enrich themselves by the amounts of such manager payments, at the expense of the pension.

- **History of Regulatory Concerns Regarding Pension Investment Consultant Conflicts of Interest**

“Pension investment consultants” provide advice to pension plans and their trustees with respect to such matters as: (1) identifying investment objectives and restrictions; (2)
allocating plan assets to various objectives; (3) selecting money managers to invest plan assets in ways designed to achieve objectives; (4) negotiating investment advisory fees with managers; (5) monitoring performance of money managers and making recommendations for changes; and (6) selecting other service providers, such as custodians, administrators and broker-dealers.

Many pension plans rely heavily on the expertise and guidance of their pension consultants in helping them to manage pension plan assets. Public pensions, in particular, rely heavily on their pension consultants since these funds generally have lay boards that lack investment expertise.

In late 2003, the staff of the SEC following a recommendation for a high impact pension initiative requested from Benchmark announced an inquiry into conflicts of interest involving investment consultants to pensions, including allegations of “pay to play” practices.

“Pay to play” in the pension context refers to the common practice of investment consultants who are retained on a non-discretionary basis to provide independent objective advice regarding investment managers, requiring or encouraging managers to direct or pay trading commissions and/or other compensation to them in order to be recommended to pension clients.

When consultants recommend managers based upon their willingness to pay compensation to the consultant, as opposed to on the investment merits, they engage in self-
dealing and breach their fiduciary duty to place client interests ahead of their own. Substantial harm in the form of excessive risk and fees, as well as diminished investment returns has been found to result. The SEC staff examined the divergent sources of consultant compensation and the related conflicts; whether such amounts and conflicts were properly disclosed; and whether pensions were being harmed by such practices.

On May 16, 2005 the staff of the SEC’s Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations issued a report which, in part, concluded that conflicts of interest were pervasive and disclosure practices lacking in the investment consulting industry.44

On June 1, 2005 the SEC and U.S. Department of Labor issued a publication entitled “Guidance Addressing Potential Conflicts of Interest Involving Pension Consultants.” To encourage the disclosure and review of more and better information about potential conflicts of interest, the DOL and SEC took the unusual step of developing and issuing a set of questions to assist plan fiduciaries in evaluating the objectivity of the recommendations provided, or to be provided, by a pension consultant. That is, a form of questionnaire was provided for plan sponsors to use in their

---

dealings with their consultants and for consultants to voluntarily make available.  

As the DOL noted at that time:

“Findings included in a report by the staff of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission released in May 2005 …, raise serious questions concerning whether some pension consultants are fully disclosing potential conflicts of interest that may affect the objectivity of the advice they are providing to their pension plan clients… SEC staff examined the practices of advisers that provide pension consulting services to plan sponsors and trustees. These consulting services included assisting in determining the plan’s investment objectives and restrictions, allocating plan assets, selecting money managers, choosing mutual fund options, tracking investment performance, and selecting other service providers. Many of the consultants also offered, directly or through an affiliate or subsidiary, products and services to money managers. Additionally, many of the consultants also offered, directly or through an affiliate or subsidiary, brokerage and money management services, often marketed to plans as a package of “bundled” services. The SEC examination staff concluded in its report that the business alliances among pension consultants and money managers can give rise to serious potential conflicts of interest under the Advisers Act that need to be monitored and disclosed to plan fiduciaries.”

Most significantly, conflicts of interest at investment consulting firms were found to result in substantial financial

---


In its report, the GAO took the extraordinary step of quantifying the harm a conflicted adviser to a plan can cause. "Defined Benefit plans using these 13 consultants (with undisclosed conflicts of interest) had annual returns generally 1.3 percent lower ... in 2006, these 13 consultants had over $4.5 trillion in U.S. assets under advisement," the report stated.

As one observer noted, “That’s a $58.5 billion reduction in returns. And this was only a small sample of the pension-consulting universe.”

If the GAO estimates are correct, investment consultant conflicts of interest could cost an $90 billion pension, such as STRS, over $1 billion annually or approximately $20 billion over a ten-year period with compounding. As mentioned elsewhere, the unfunded actuarial liability of the pension is $22.3 billion. Thus, the estimated cost of conflicts nearly equals the unfunded liability, or, alternatively stated, “but for” the conflicts the pension would be nearly fully funded.

Failure to disclose conflicted sources of compensation and the amounts of such compensation among these trusted advisers to sponsors of retirement plans, as well as the

---


47 Four-year SEC probe of pension consultants barely yields slap on wrist, Boston.com, October 2, 2007
potential economic harm to pensions resulting from such conflicted advice, has been well documented by the SEC, DOL and GAO. In summary, awareness of conflicts of interest involving pension consultants has grown and for well over a decade plan sponsors, unlike STRS, have acknowledged a duty to investigate such conflicts.

Ironically, while disclosure of conflicts of interest in the pension consulting industry has improved over the past 15 years, the conflicts have grown to be more significant than ever. Today, many consultants derive far greater revenue from conflicted revenue streams than from providing objective advice on a non-discretionary basis.

As mentioned earlier, the SEC staff in 2005 found that many investment consultants offer, directly or through an affiliate or subsidiary, products and services to money managers that can give rise to serious potential conflicts of interest under the Advisers Act that, at a minimum, need to be monitored and disclosed to plan fiduciaries.48

The three most common and controversial investment consultant conflict scenarios relate to:

1. Consultants with securities brokerage affiliations;
2. Educational and/or consulting services sold to investment managers; and

---

3. Marketing of discretionary asset management services by consultants retained on a non-discretionary basis.

- **Pension Consultants with Affiliated Brokerages**
  Pension consultant gatekeepers may offer either directly or through their subsidiaries and affiliates securities trading and other services to the very money managers they recommend to pension clients. The securities commissions consultants with affiliated brokerages earn from managers may be significantly greater than the compensation received for providing pensions with supposedly objective advice regarding these managers.

There is a risk that these payments from managers to consultants may not only undermine the integrity of the advice consultants provide to pensions but also result in underperformance if assets are allocated to investment managers based upon willingness to pay, as opposed to investment merit. Further, commission payments from money managers to investment consultants can result in excessive consulting, brokerage and investment management fees.

For example, in March 31, 2000, a KPMG Performance and Operational Review of the Metropolitan Government of Nashville and Davidson County’s pension investments determined that the PaineWebber investment consulting contracted fee was excessive. The fee the $1.3 billion pension was contractually obligated to pay for consulting services was $788,747, as opposed to an average fee for similar public funds which ranged from $92,000 to $163,000.
However, PaineWebber actually earned a total of $1,408,773 in commissions for the year. Similarly, investment manager fees were higher than fees paid by other similar public funds.

Benchmark’s subsequent investigation of the PaineWebber compensation scheme on behalf of the Nashville pension revealed significant additional fiduciary breaches, compensation and excessive fees.

We subsequently investigated this same investment consultant after he left PaineWebber and joined Morgan Stanley on behalf of the City of Chattanooga pension fund.

In June 2005 the Atlanta District Office of the SEC concluded an examination of the Nashville Branch Office of Morgan Stanley. The SEC review of the pension consulting arrangement between Morgan Stanley and the City of Chattanooga public pension fund revealed that Morgan Stanley failed to fully and fairly disclose all material facts concerning its conflicts of interest, including its compensation agreements in violation of Section 206 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.

The SEC concluded that the disclosures made by Morgan Stanley were not sufficiently detailed in order to allow its client to evaluate investment manager recommendations and to give its informed consent to Morgan Stanley’s conflicts of interest. Further, SEC determined that Morgan Stanley had failed to disclose to the pension the conflicts of interest related to the firm’s financial adviser (broker) compensation program, including indirect “perks.”
On July 20, 2009, the SEC instituted public administrative and cease-and-desist proceedings against the pension consultant, who, according to the SEC, was a member of Morgan Stanley’s Chairman’s Club, comprised of the firm’s top 175 financial advisers, and ranked among the firm’s top 25 financial advisers in revenue.\(^{49}\)

PaineWebber and Morgan Stanley both entered into settlements with the public pension funds of the cities of Nashville ($10 million) and Chattanooga ($6 million) in matters involving pension consultant conflicts of interest and pay-to-play.\(^{50}\)

In 2009, following meetings with Benchmark, the SEC entered a cease and desist order against Merrill Lynch regarding the investment consulting services the firm provided to over 100 public pension clients in Florida. According to SEC:

From at least 2002 through 2005, Merrill Lynch, through its pension consulting services advisory program, breached its fiduciary duty to certain of the firm’s pension fund clients and prospective clients by misrepresenting and omitting to disclose material information. Merrill Lynch’s pension fund clients came to it seeking advice in developing appropriate investment strategies and in selecting money managers to manage the assets entrusted to their care. In providing such advice, Merrill Lynch failed to disclose the facts creating the material conflict of interest in recommending clients use directed brokerage to pay hard dollar fees, and in recommending the use of Merrill Lynch’s transition

---


\(^{50}\) Morgan Stanley Settles Chattanooga Suit, fundfire.com, March 24, 2006.
management desk. In addition, Merrill Lynch made misleading statements regarding its manager identification process.\textsuperscript{51}

Following the SEC action, approximately 70 Florida public pensions settled a class action lawsuit against the firm for $8.5 million in 2012.\textsuperscript{52}

- **Callan**

We have reviewed the Investment Advisor Agreement between STRS and Callan effective July 1, 2015, as well as the June 1, 2016 first amendment related to an asset liability study and the May 2018 amendment renewing the Agreement for an additional three-year term, for full retainer investment consulting services to report directly to the Board for general investment matters, the liquid asset classes (equity and fixed income) and the real estate asset class.

The annual fee stated in the Agreement is $431,756, multiplied by the change in the CPI-U as of June 2015, however, in no event will the annual fee ever be less than the amount payable for fiscal year 2016. (Ironically, while the pension has eliminated cost of living adjustments to participants, at least this vendor has not been impacted.)

The Agreement indicates that Callan agrees to adhere to the standard of care and conduct required of a fiduciary under Chapter 3307 of the Ohio Revised Code, Title 1 of the


\textsuperscript{52} https://www.law360.com/articles/333752/merrill-lynch-pays-8-5m-to-settle-pension-plan-action
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 and any and all other applicable federal and state laws. We note that, ERISA, the comprehensive federal law that sets minimum standards to protect pension participants, generally does not cover plans established or maintained by government entities; however, many public pensions have adopted ERISA’s heightened fiduciary requirements.

Under ERISA, fiduciaries are required to discharge their duties solely in the interest of plan participants and beneficiaries and for the exclusive purpose of providing benefits and defraying reasonable expenses of administering the plan. Fiduciaries are generally prohibited from profiting from plan transactions and investigations to ensure compliance with such legal prohibitions are required of plans. Thus, under ERISA, at a minimum Callan is required to disclose, and the board is required to investigate, any conflicted compensation arrangements.

With respect to confidentiality, the Agreement states that both parties acknowledge that confidential material and information may come into the possession or knowledge of each party in connection with the agreement and if disclosure of such information may be required by law, each party will nevertheless give timely notice of such disclosure to enable the other party to challenge such disclosure.

In our opinion, as a public pension, STRS contracts should not include contractual provisions which attempt to thwart public disclosure under applicable law. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no benefit to the pension or its stakeholders from enabling any party to challenge public disclosure required by law. On the other hand, as mentioned earlier (according to STRS expert CEM Benchmarking), transparency and public accountability lead to better outcomes. In our opinion, this provision is yet another example of STRS abandoning its transparency obligations in apparent pursuit of alternate goals.

The Agreement provides that Callan will maintain professional liability insurance coverage in the amount of only $5 million. In our opinion, this amount of insurance seems woefully inadequate to protect the $90 billion public pension from potential investment consultant negligence or malfeasance, particularly given that GAO estimates consultant conflicts can result in billions of losses over time.

We note that in recent years large, deep-pocketed consultants have abandoned public defined benefit plans, as the legal risks of advising severely underfunded pensions mount. For example, in 2010, investment consultant Mercer departed from providing services to public pensions after paying $500 million to settle a lawsuit brought by the Alaska Retirement Management Board. A year earlier, the firm had agreed to pay Milwaukee County $45 million to settle a negligence lawsuit filed by Milwaukee’s pension board. Mercer’s decision affected $240 billion in public assets under advisement.
Mercer’s loss reportedly was Callan’s gain. Callan’s President Greg Allen noted at the time that, “from the standpoint of a plaintiff’s lawyer, interest in litigation is driven partly by the size of the potential settlement and, therefore, the bigger the insurance policy, or the deeper the pockets of the parent company, the larger the potential settlement. Small firms with small policies are relatively unattractive targets, Allen said.”\(^{53}\) In other words, Callan’s small insurance policy and lack of other financial resources is a strategic advantage in dealing with problematic public pensions.

As mentioned below, in 2006, Callan agreed to pay the city of San Diego $4.5 million to settle a lawsuit that claimed Callan was negligent in advising the $4.6 billion San Diego City Employees’ Retirement System. While City Attorney Michael Aguirre had been seeking more than $50 million in damages in the suit, the case was settled for the amount of the remaining insurance. Had the STRS Board conducted an adequate due diligence review of Callan, both the limited insurance policy and the San Diego settlement should have emerged as concerns.

With respect to conflicts of interest, the Agreement states that Callan shall not receive any renumeration in connection with transactions involving the fund unless disclosed in writing in advance; Callan has disclosed in writing those actual and potential conflicts of interest that could be reasonably expected to affect the objectivity of the firm or its

employees in fulfilling their duties to STRS and will update STRS promptly in the event of any additional, actual or potential conflicts of interest. Also, Callan will provide annual disclosure of its business relationships with all investment managers or other providers of investment services employed by STRS Ohio. This disclosure will include information on the specific services provided and the specific amounts paid to Callan.

We note with particular emphasis, the contract prohibits Callan receiving any renumeration in connection with transactions unless disclosed in advance both as to specific services and specific amounts. Callan is compelled to disclose—regardless of whether the pension asks or not.

In light of the 2006 Fiduciary Performance recommendations regarding conflicts of interest involving STRS investment consultants and the above conflicts of interest prohibitions and disclosure obligations in the Agreement between the fund and Callan, we requested from the pension the following information:

1. Please provide all contracts between the STRS and Callan Associates.
2. Please provide any documents relating to potential conflicts of interest at Callan.
3. Please provide any documents prepared or received as part of STRS’s due diligence documents regarding litigation, regulatory or disciplinary matters involving Callan.
4. Please provide all documents related to compensation arrangements by Callan with the STRS investment managers.
5. Please provide documentation related to any review by the STRS Board of potential conflicts of interest at Callan.
6. Please provide any disclosure(s) providing the actual dollar amounts of compensation received by Callan from each of the STRS investment managers.
7. Please provide all asset allocation reports, investment manager recommendations, investment performance and other reports related to STRS produced by Callan.

In response, we received the Investment Advisor Agreements and Amendments previously discussed, as well as 24 Investment Measurement Service Quarterly Reviews from 2015 through 2020.\(^\text{54}\)

STRS responded:

Concerning items 2-7 of the Documents relating to Callan... I must note that much of your request fails to satisfy the requirement of public records law that you specifically and particularly identify the records that you are seeking. Under Ohio law, a requestor has the duty to “identify the records......wanted with sufficient clarity.” *State ex rel. Dillery v. Icsman* (2001) 92 Ohio St.3d 312, 314.

A public office is not required to conduct research or otherwise “seek out and retrieve those records which would contain the information of interest to the requester”. *State ex rel. Fant v. Tober* (8th Dist., April 28, 1993), No. 63737, 1993 Ohio App. LEXIS 2591 at *4; aff’d (1993), 68 Ohio St. 3d 117. To the extent that you have requested records containing specific information, rather

---

\(^\text{54}\) Note: The Callan Reviews beginning around 2018 state: “Information contained herein includes confidential, trade secret and proprietary information. Neither this Report nor any specific information contained herein is to be used other than by the intended recipient for its intended purpose or disseminated to any other person without Callan’s permission.” In our opinion, there are no trade secrets or proprietary information in these reports—other than possibly the investment management firms which make conflicted payments to Callan. Despite this footnote disclosure, neither Callan nor STRS withheld these documents from us.
than identifying the specific records you seek, your request is inappropriate under applicable legal standards. If there are specific records you would like to request, please identify those with sufficient clarity.

That said, in the interest of openness, this office has voluntarily made an effort to identify readily available public records that are responsive and we are providing all 24 reports we believe to be responsive to Item #7, and responsive in part to #2-6 of the section on Documents relating to Callan.

We note that each of the 24 Quarterly Reviews the pension provided to us include in their final pages a list of approximately 200 investment managers that pay Callan fees for “educational, consulting, software, database or reporting products and services.” As mentioned earlier, the SEC has long been concerned that payments from investment managers may undermine the objectivity of investment consultant recommendations which, according to GAO, may adversely impact pension performance.

Notably, neither the Callan Quarterly Reviews nor any other document provided by STRS in response to our request for information disclose the specific services provided and the specific amounts of compensation received by Callan from each of STRS investment managers—disclosure which the 2006 Fiduciary Performance review recommended and which the contract between Callan and STRS requires in advance. Absent disclosure of actual dollar amounts and services provided, fiduciaries to a pension cannot effectively evaluate the potential harm to the fund, as
well as benefit to the consultant, related to the conflict.

We note that in the past Callan routinely provided greater disclosure regarding the types of services different asset managers purchased from the firm. A List of Managers We Do Business With 9/30/06 includes approximately 220 investment managers and separates those managers who purchase educational services from those who purchase consulting services. Approximately half of the managers listed purchase both services. The document also discloses that BNY is the exclusive broker in those instances where a manager chooses to pay Callan’s fees through brokerage commissions.

The 2015 Callan Reviews include a List of Managers That Do Business With Callan that also listed approximately 200 investment managers and separates those managers who purchase educational services from those who purchase consulting services. Approximately half of the managers listed purchase both services. It is also noted that “Clients should also be aware that Callan maintains an asset management division, the Trust Advisory Group (TAG). TAG specializes in the design, implementation and on-going management of multi-manager portfolios for institutional investors. Please refer to Callan’s ADV Part 2A for a complete listing of TAG’s portfolios. We are happy to provide clients with more specific information regarding TAG, including detail on the portfolios it oversees.”
Beginning in 2016, the List of Callan Investment Manager Clients no longer indicates the type of services managers purchase from Callan.

The Callan Reviews also indicate, “Fund sponsor clients may request a copy of the most currently available list at any time. Fund sponsor clients may also request specific information regarding the fees paid to Callan by particular fund manager clients.” Again, the contract between STRS and Callan requires Callan to disclose compensation—regardless of whether the client asks—and prohibits any undisclosed compensation.

- **SEC Cease and Desist Regarding Callan Brokerage Affiliate**

In 1998, Callan sold Alpha Management Inc. (“Alpha”), its affiliated broker-dealer, to BNY ESI & Co., Inc., a subsidiary of the Bank of New York. As a part of that transaction, Callan and BNY entered into a Services Agreement wherein BNY agreed to pay Callan a specified amount per year for eight years, 1998 through 2006. A portion of the annual payment was contingent on BNY’s generating gross brokerage commissions above a certain minimum threshold from Callan clients. The minimum threshold was based on Alpha’s brokerage commissions earned in 1998.

Pursuant to the provisions of the Services Agreement, Callan was required to inform its retirement plan clients that BNY was its preferred broker should the clients elect to pay for Callan’s services through directed brokerage. Callan sent
annual letters to its retirement plan clients informing them of this option. Similarly, Callan agreed to inform its investment manager clients that BNY was its exclusive broker should the clients elect to pay for Callan’s services with brokerage commissions. Callan sent annual letters to its investment manager clients informing them of this option. While the annual letters to the retirement plan and investment manager clients referenced the fact that Callan had sold Alpha to BNY, the letters failed to disclose that Callan was receiving compensation from BNY that depended on a certain level of commissions being generated by Callan clients.

As a registered investment adviser, Callan was required to file amendments to SEC registration statements known as Form ADV Part II at least annually. Between 1999 and 2005, Callan’s Form ADV Part II stated that Callan was obligated by the terms of the Services Agreement to inform its plan sponsor clients that BNY was its preferred broker and investment manager clients that BNY was its exclusive broker if the client chose to pay Callan’s fees through soft-dollar or directed brokerage arrangements. Callan further reported that, “[a]ccording to the terms of the transaction, BNY ESI makes periodic fixed payments to Callan each year.” The SEC concluded that the characterization of BNY’s payments to Callan as “fixed” was misleading in that a material portion of each annual payment was contingent upon BNY’s receipt of a minimum threshold of Callan client brokerage business.
The SEC found Callan willfully violated Section 207 of the Advisers Act and ordered Callan to cease and desist from committing or causing any violations and any future violations of Section 207 of the Advisers Act.\(^{55}\)

According to its current Form ADV filed with SEC, “Callan has no soft-dollar arrangements with any broker and only accepts checks from brokers as payment for its hard-dollar client fees.”

- **Callan Educational and Consulting Services Sold to Investment Managers**

  According to its current Form ADV filed with SEC:

  Callan provides research and educational services to investment managers and receives compensation from them for those services. Some of those investment managers are evaluated or recommended by Callan to its other clients. Callan recognizes there is a potential conflict between Callan’s interest in receiving compensation from investment managers and Callan’s obligation to provide objective advice to our advisory clients who work with those managers. Callan has adopted certain policies and practices designed to prevent such conflicts, including the policies set forth in its Code of Ethical Responsibility, disclosure policies, roles of its oversight committees, and separation of the areas of business, including separate personnel, revenue streams, and compensation arrangements. Among other policies, Callan is committed to ensure it does not consider an investment manager's business relationship with Callan, or lack thereof, in performing evaluations for or making suggestions or recommendations to its other non-discretionary or discretionary advisory clients. Callan informs its investment manager clients of this

policy at the start of a contractual relationship. Callan also routinely informs all clients of our manager client relationships, including disclosing the existence of its business relationships with investment managers on request. Callan also discloses these manager relationships in annual mailings, as part of each applicable manager search, and in the quarterly performance evaluation reports provided to fund sponsor clients. Fund sponsor clients can also request specific information regarding the fees, if any, paid to Callan by the managers employed by their fund. Per Callan policy, information requests regarding fees are handled by Callan’s Compliance Department.

We note that while the above disclosure clearly states Fund sponsor clients can request specific information regarding the fees, if any, paid to Callan by the managers employed by their fund, we were provided by no documents in response to our request for information related to compensation arrangements between Callan and fund managers. Thus, we conclude that STRS has never requested information regarding such potentially conflicted payments and Callan has never provided such information to STRS, as required by the contract between Callan and STRS.

According to its current Form ADV filed with SEC, Callan’s “Institutional Consulting Group (ICG) provides investment manager clients with research, education, performance measurement, and database and analytical tools that help them better serve the needs of institutional investors.” Institutional managers pay Callan up to approximately $135,000 annually, with a median payment of $60,000.
Callan’s educational services are available to our clients, including asset owners, investment managers, and financial intermediaries through the Callan Institute and the Center for Investment Training (“Callan College”). The Callan Institute functions as an education institution servicing clients and our employees by independently analyzing trends in the industry via research communications and conference programs. The “Callan College,” featuring sessions offered over several days throughout the year and on a customized basis, provides investment fiduciaries and their advisers with basic- to intermediate-level of classroom-style instruction on prudent investment practices. Each line of business, coupled with our client education services, contributes to the overall strength and stability of the organization, and fits well within our mission of helping institutional investors achieve their investment objectives. The firm maintains policies to ensure each division is compliant with our business, governance, ethics, and oversight practices.

The Form ADV further states “While the suite of services for each business line is individually priced, there is one set of services that spans all client types—our educational services. Fees for these services are up to $3,500 per person, per session for “Callan College” and up to $60,000 per organization per year for the Callan Institute.” According to the firm’s website, there are 3,129 attendees to Callan events.56

As mentioned earlier, recent Callan STRS Quarter Reviews indicate approximately 200 managers that pay Callan for educational, consulting, software, database or reporting products and services. Assuming an average payment of

56 https://www.callan.com/callan-institute/
$60,000, the firm earned approximately $12 million annually from managers for such services. Assuming, as in years past, half of all managers purchased both research and educational services, the firm may have earned $18 million from managers. These are estimates; only Callan knows the actual amounts it earns from the investment managers it recommends.

STRS investment managers who, according to Callan, pay compensation to Callan at 6/30/2020 include the following 23 firms:

1. Stone Harbor LP
2. Wellington
3. Fidelity
4. Fortress
5. Genesis Asset Managers
6. GCM Grosvenor
7. Intech Investment Management
8. Invesco
9. JP Morgan
10. Lazard Asset Management
11. MFS Investment Management
12. Neuberger Berman
13. PIMCO
14. Goldman Sachs
15. Alliance Bernstein
16. AQR Capital
17. Ares Management
18. Blackrock
19. Chartwell Investment Partners
20. Wells Fargo
21. PGIM
In our opinion, clearly the annual payments Callan receives from asset managers are an important source of revenue.

- **Hawaii State Auditor Investigation**

According to The New York Times:

A 2002 audit of Hawaii's pension fund found that its consultant, Callan Associates, had recommended 16 money managers over time -- and 14 of them were paying Callan for marketing advice and other services. "The consultant's objectivity could be suspect," said the state auditor, Marion M. Higa, calling for further scrutiny. She noted that the Hawaii fund's overall five-year investment performance "ranks in the bottom 5 to 15 percent nationwide."

A Callan spokeswoman said that Hawaii's trustees stood by Callan after the audit, issuing a statement calling it "a highly regarded investment advisory firm with an unblemished reputation for integrity." In a statement, Callan said that it kept its various business lines separate and that it told all money managers that they would not win preferential treatment from Callan's pension consultants by buying other Callan services.57

- **San Diego City Employees Retirement System Settlement**

In 2006, Callan agreed to pay the city of San Diego $4.5 million to settle a 2005 lawsuit that claimed Callan was negligent in advising the $4.6 billion San Diego City Employees' Retirement System. City Attorney Michael Aguirre

---

had been seeking more than $50 million in damages in the suit, filed in California Superior Court in August 2005. The complaint stated Callan engaged in professional negligence and included allegations that the consulting firm recommended its clients hire money managers that attended Callan's educational forums.58

- **Teachers’ Retirement System of the State of Illinois**

This case brought on behalf of participants and beneficiaries alleged that between 2002 and 2006 Callan was a party to a contract with the Teachers’ Retirement System of the State of Illinois under which Callan was to provide investment advice and consulting services to the TRS Board of Trustees. The contract covering these services explicitly acknowledged Callan’s role as a fiduciary. Callan’s responsibilities included evaluating and recommending investment policies; assisting in the development of policies, procedures, and guidelines for the investment program; making recommendations for asset allocation; maintaining a database of investment managers; evaluating the work of investment managers; and recommending the hiring, firing and retention of each investment manager. Despite Callan’s role as a “gatekeeper” and its obligations as a fiduciary to TRS, Callan was paid consulting fees, membership dues and tuition payments from investment managers for Callan services. Callan simultaneously carried out its contractual duties in seeking, evaluating and recommending potential

investment managers for TRS some of whom were Callan’s clients. This acceptance of funds from investment managers who hoped to obtain or retain a contract with TRS was a conflict of interest in violation of Callan’s obligations as a fiduciary to TRS under the Illinois Pension Code, according to the complaint.

As noted in the complaint, “According to Callan’s responses to a Department of Labor and United States Securities and Exchange Commission questionnaire, fees collected from investment managers through offerings such as the Callan Investments Institute and Callan College account for a significant percentage of Callan’s annual revenue. In 2005, Callan noted that it derived 30 percent of its revenue from investment manager consulting services.”

- **Cliffwater**
  
  We have reviewed a redacted investment advisory agreement between STRS and Cliffwater LLC effective July 1, 2015, as well as the May 10, 2018 first amendment renewing the agreement for an additional three-year term, for full retainer non-discretionary investment consulting services to report directly to the Board for alternative investments. Concerning the redacted Investment Advisor Agreement from Cliffwater, the firm states:

  “the redacted portions are exempted from disclosure under R.C. 149.43(A)(1)(v) of the Public Records Act as “records the release of which is prohibited by state or federal law,” in particular, that they are trade secrets.”
The compensation provisions of the Investment Advisor Agreement constitute a trade secret that contains proprietary commercial and financial information of Cliffwater. The compensation provisions are *virtually unknown* outside of the business or by employees and others involved in the business. Cliffwater takes extensive measures to maintain the confidentiality of the information in these compensation provisions and it would be *virtually impossible* for others to properly acquire or duplicate this information. In addition, Cliffwater’s competitors would obtain a significant advantage over Cliffwater if they had access to the information in the compensation provisions schedule as they could modify their own bids to defeat Cliffwater in the marketplace.” (emphasis added)

In our experience, the compensation provisions of Cliffwater’s contracts are hardly “virtually unknown,” or “virtually impossible for others to properly acquire.” To the contrary, investment consulting contracts in the public pension context, including Cliffwater’s, are routinely disclosed in full in response to public records requests.59

---

59 See discussion in IFS 2006 STRS Fiduciary Performance Audit regarding investment consultant fees, pgs. 138-140. For example: “Several points of reference allow us to compare consultant fees. First, a nationally recognized survey of 37 state public employee pension funds that voluntarily pooled their cost data, showed that consultant fees averaged $559,000 per year, with a median fee of $320,000. Funds that relied primarily on internal asset management tended to pay dramatically lower consulting fees. The average internally managed fund paid an average of $177,000, with the median fund paying $169,000.” And: “Separately, according to the 2005 Greenwich Associates survey of pension plan sponsors, the mean investment consulting fee for public funds with over $5 billion is $379,000.” Finally: “With respect to private equity specialty consultants, the peer group paid from $750,000 to $2,248,000, with an average fee of $1,196,000.” Clearly, in 2006 STRS’s retained expert did not consider investment consultant fees “trade secrets” exempt from disclosure and public review.
As noted in our forensic investigation of the Employee Retirement System of Rhode Island, the pension’s contract with Cliffwater was disclosed in full to the public:

Pursuant to an agreement dated April 4, 2011, Cliffwater LLC serves as the non-discretionary alternative asset class investment consultant to the Fund. The contract between the Fund and Cliffwater states that the total annual compensation to Cliffwater of $450,000 shall be paid in “hard dollars,” i.e., an annual cash fee. Further, the consultant is precluded from accepting any fees, commissions, or other forms of compensation from any other party or source, whether direct or indirect, in connection with or relating to its services under the contract.60

Further we note, the compensation provisions of Callan’s contract with STRS were fully disclosed to us—despite any supposed “significant advantage” over Callan such disclosure might provide to Cliffwater.

Cliffwater provides extensive information in its SEC Form ADV Part II filings with the SEC—as required under the federal securities laws—of its different compensation arrangements. The firm warns potential clients:

“Since Cliffwater provides its services for clients with different fee structures, Cliffwater may have an incentive to favor client accounts for which it receives a fee based on assets under advisement or management, as applicable.”

In short, according to Cliffwater, clients should be aware of how the firm is paid and any potential related dangers related to the compensation arrangement. If Cliffwater

60 https://www.providencejournal.com/article/20131017/NEWS/310179861
compensation is a “trade secret” under public record laws, then full disclosure to public pension stakeholders under the federal securities laws has been thwarted. In our opinion, there is no justification for providing less disclosure to participants in public pensions that are Cliffwater clients than ordinary retail investors would receive.

We also note, CEM Benchmarking (STRS’s consultant for investment cost and performance measurement) has advised us that, included in its Global Transparency Benchmark process which measures whether pensions are disclosing what they do and how they generate value for stakeholders clearly, completely and concisely, is the following question: Is the amount spent on external consultants disclosed?

Apparently, CEM also believes that transparency requires disclosure of fees paid to consultants, such as Cliffwater.61

Finally, we note that while STRS deferred to Cliffwater in denying our public record request for contractual compensation information, STRS already discloses to the public that Cliffwater has been paid consulting fees of $250,000 annually each of the past five years.62 In summary, Cliffwater’s representations that the compensation provisions in its contracts are “virtually unknown” and “virtually impossible” to properly acquire are preposterous.


62 https://checkbook.ohio.gov/Pensions/STRS.aspx
The contract indicates that Cliffwater agrees to adhere to the standard of care and conduct required of a fiduciary under Chapter 3307 of the Ohio Revised Code, Title 1 of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 and any and all other applicable federal and state laws. Under ERSIA, fiduciaries are generally prohibited from profiting from plan transactions and investigations to ensure compliance with such legal prohibitions are required of plans. Thus, at a minimum Cliffwater is required to disclose, and the board is required to investigate, any such compensation arrangements.

The Cliffwater contract includes the very same confidentiality provision included in the Callan contract, which leads us to believe the provision was not only agreed to by STRS but drafted by the plan. In our opinion, this provision is yet another example of STRS abandoning transparency for alternate purposes.

The contract provides that Cliffwater will maintain professional liability insurance coverage in the amount of only $5 million. Again, in our opinion, this amount of insurance seems woefully inadequate to protect the $90 billion public pension from potential investment consultant negligence or malfeasance, particularly given that GAO estimates consultant conflicts can result in billions of losses over time and, as mentioned earlier, the city of San Diego pension settled its $50 million claim against Callan for a mere $4.5 million due to limited insurance coverage.
Due diligence of Cliffwater by the STRS Board should have revealed the limited insurance policy.

With respect to conflicts of interest, the contract states that Cliffwater shall not receive any renumeration in connection with transactions involving the fund unless disclosed in writing in advance; Cliffwater has disclosed in writing those actual and potential conflicts of interest that could be reasonably expected to affect the objectivity of the firm or its employees in fulfilling their duties to STRS and will update STRS promptly in the event of any additional, actual or potential conflicts of interest. Also, Cliffwater will provide annual disclosure of its business relationships with all investment managers or other providers of investment services employed by STRS Ohio. This disclosure will include information on the specific services provided and the specific amounts paid to Cliffwater.

In light of the 2006 Fiduciary Performance recommendations regarding conflicts of interest involving STRS investment consultants and the above conflicts of interest prohibitions and disclosure obligations in the contract between the fund and Cliffwater, we requested from the pension the following information:

1. Please provide all contracts between STRS and Cliffwater.
2. Please provide any documents regarding potential conflicts of interest at Cliffwater.
3. Please provide any due diligence documents regarding litigation, regulatory or disciplinary matters involving Cliffwater.
4. Please provide any disclosure by Cliffwater of compensation arrangements with the fund's investment managers.
5. Please provide documents related to any review by the STRS Board conflicts of interest at Cliffwater.
6. Please provide all asset allocation reports, investment manager recommendations, investment performance and other reports related to STRS produced by Cliffwater.
7. Please provide any disclosure requesting or providing the actual dollar amounts of compensation received by Cliffwater from the pension's investment managers.

STRS responded:

Concerning items 2-5 and 7, I must note that much of your request fails to satisfy the requirement of public records law that you specifically and particularly identify the records that you are seeking. Under Ohio law, a requestor has the duty to “identify the records……wanted with sufficient clarity.” State ex rel. Dillery v. Icsman (2001) 92 Ohio St.3d 312, 314.

A public office is not required to conduct research or otherwise “seek out and retrieve those records which would contain the information of interest to the requester”. State ex rel. Fant v. Tober (8th Dist., April 28, 1993), No. 63737, 1993 Ohio App. LEXIS 2591 at *4; aff’d (1993), 68 Ohio St. 3d 117. To the extent that you have requested records containing specific information, rather than identifying the specific records you seek, your request is inappropriate under applicable legal standards. If there are specific records you would like to request, please identify those with sufficient clarity.
That said, in the interest of openness, this office has voluntarily made an effort to identify readily available public records that are responsive and we are providing the report we believe to be responsive.

Again, to the extent there are additional records you seek related to any of these items, please identify those records with sufficient clarity.

We are still reviewing the remaining requests, and will follow up with additional records and/or clarifications regarding the records you seek.

Since we received no documents from STRS specifically related to questions 2-5 and 7, we must assume for purposes of this report, they simply do not exist. With respect to item 6, STRS later responded:

I must note that much of your request fails to satisfy the requirement of public records law that you specifically and particularly identify the records that you are seeking. Under Ohio law, a requestor has the duty to “identify the records……wanted with sufficient clarity.” State ex rel. Dillery v. Icsman (2001) 92 Ohio St.3d 312, 314.

A public office is not required to conduct research or otherwise “seek out and retrieve those records which would contain the information of interest to the requester”. State ex rel. Fant v. Tober (8th Dist., April 28, 1993), No. 63737, 1993 Ohio App. LEXIS 2591 at *4; aff’d (1993), 68 Ohio St. 3d 117. To the extent that you have requested records containing specific information, rather than identifying the specific records you seek, your request is inappropriate under applicable legal standards. If there are specific records you would like to request, please identify those with sufficient clarity.

That said, in the interest of openness, this office has voluntarily made an effort to identify readily available public records that are responsive and we are providing the 20 reports we believe to be responsive.

Again, to the extent there are additional records you seek related to any of these items, please identify those records with sufficient clarity.
We are still reviewing the remaining requests, and will follow up with additional records and/or clarifications regarding the records you seek.

None of the 20 Cliffwater reports provided include any disclosure whatsoever regarding conflicts of interest at Cliffwater, or compensation paid by money managers to Cliffwater.

- **Cliffwater Origins**

  According to published reports, Stephen L. Nesbitt, the founder of Cliffwater, resigned from Wilshire Associates February, 2004, “after declining a reduction in responsibilities.”\(^{63}\)

  At this time, the nation was reeling from revelations of multiple scandals involving the mutual fund industry. Money Magazine stated that it had “learned that one of the world’s leading investment firms -- Wilshire Associates of Santa Monica -- was engaged for years in massive rapid-fire trading of mutual funds that raises disturbing questions about ethics and conflicts of interest.”\(^{64}\)

  In addition to Wilshire’s fast-trading scheme, which the SEC was looking into, a second area of investigation targeting several major investment consulting firms, including Wilshire, emerged at this time.

  The variety of questionable payments from investment managers to consulting firms that were in a position to

---


\(^{64}\) The Great Fund Ripoff, Money Magazine, September 22, 2003.
recommend them to their big institutional clients was described as "pay-to-play" arrangements. Wilshire was one of at least seven pension consulting firms that received a letter from the Securities and Exchange Commission in 2004 as part of an examination of pension consultant practices, compensation and disclosure.

According to Pensions & Investments:

“Mr. Nesbitt quit after he lost the consulting post in a reorganization in which Julia Bonafede was named senior managing director of consulting. Mr. Nesbitt was offered the funds management position but resigned instead, and Michael J. Napoli Jr. was named managing director of that division. Funds management handles manager-of-managers outsourcing; private equity, including venture capital and leveraged buyouts; and hedge fund selection.”

The restructuring was done by Chief Executive Officer Dennis Tito and the board of directors.

"In light of the SEC's recent focus on consulting firms, the Wilshire board determined that in order to strengthen the ethical walls and eliminate the possible appearance of conflicts of interest, it was necessary to separate the funds management and consulting divisions and have them headed by different executives," Mr. Tito said in an e-mail response to questions from Pensions & Investments.

The firm also has been swept up in the mutual fund market-timing scandal, with the SEC reportedly reviewing Wilshire's trading practices. The firm has said it has not violated any laws. "Wilshire was contacted by the SEC as a part of its investigation of the mutual fund industry and cooperated fully," Mr. Tito said."65

---

While Nesbitt represented in a September 25, 2003 letter to David Russ, Treasurer of the University of California that Wilshire used a double “Chinese Wall” to separate the firm’s proprietary mutual fund trading from the selection of money managers it recommended to pensions, according to a highly critical study authored by Charles Schwartz, Professor Emeritus, University of California, Berkeley, Nesbitt himself was in charge of the two divisions at Wilshire that the Chinese Wall he referred to was supposed to separate.

- **Cliffwater Consulting Services Sold to Investment Managers**

Cliffwater’s Form ADV disclosures regarding compensation received from investment advisers has changed over time but has always been confusing, in our opinion.

Prior to May 10, 2013, Cliffwater’s Form ADV stated, "Other than for services provided to clients which are investment advisors, Cliffwater does not receive fees or any other compensation from investment managers or other service providers it recommends or selects for its clients." This disclosure language seemingly indicated that the firm received compensation from investment managers or other service providers it recommended or selected for its clients.

Cliffwater’s Form ADV was amended May 10, 2013 (at a time we were asking questions in connection with a review of the Employee Retirement System of Rhode Island) to state:

“Cliffwater does not receive fees or any other compensation from investment managers or other service providers for fund selections and
recommendations made to its clients. Separately, Cliffwater receives fees for its standard advisory services provided to a small number of clients who are investment managers that offer products and services to their investors. Cliffwater will advise a client in the limited instances where an affiliation exists between a fund selected or recommended for the client’s portfolio and one of Cliffwater’s investment manager clients."

This new disclosure language appeared to indicate that while Cliffwater received compensation from money managers and may have recommended or selected investment managers who paid the firm compensation, any such fees or compensation received by Cliffwater from managers was not for fund recommendation or selection.

Cliffwater’s Form ADV disclosure regarding receipt of manager compensation has continued to evolve and currently states:

Cliffwater does not receive fees or any other compensation from investment advisers or other service providers for fund selections and recommendations made to its clients.

Cliffwater has a small number of clients who are investment advisers or who are affiliated with investment advisers. Cliffwater provides advisory services to these clients similar to the advisory services it provides to its other clients and, accordingly, receives standard advisory fees from these investment adviser or investment adviser-affiliated clients. Some of these clients or their affiliates offer products and services to their own clients or to investors in funds that they manage. In the limited circumstances in which an affiliation exists between a fund selected or recommended for a client’s portfolio and one of Cliffwater’s investment adviser or investment adviser-affiliated clients, Cliffwater will advise the client of the affiliation and will endeavor to ensure that any such recommendation or selection is made in the best interests of the client. In addition, Cliffwater may have a commercial relationship with an investment manager who advises on a fund selected or recommended for a client’s portfolio. For example, Cliffwater has
engaged, and may engage in the future, such a manager to advise or sub-advice on one or more pooled investment vehicles that Cliffwater may sponsor and/or advise. In these limited circumstances, Cliffwater will endeavor to ensure that any such recommendation or selection is made in the best interests of the client. For the avoidance of doubt, as stated above, Cliffwater does not receive fees or any other compensation from investment advisers or other service providers for fund selections and recommendations made to its clients.

In our opinion, where Cliffwater above states, in a conflict situation, it “will endeavor to ensure that any such recommendation or selection is in the best interests of the client” is highly problematic. As a fiduciary to the pension, Cliffwater has a duty to ensure, beyond merely endeavoring to ensure, the conflicted recommendation or selection is in the best interest of the client. For example, if Cliffwater has a commercial relationship with an investment manager that advises an investment vehicle Cliffwater sponsors that is more favorable than the relationship STRS has with said manager, then, in our opinion, Cliffwater would have a fiduciary obligation to, at a minimum, advise STRS of the terms of the more favorable relationship.

Since Cliffwater’s current Form ADV disclosure indicates the firm will advise a client where an affiliation exists between a fund selected or recommended for the client’s portfolio and one of Cliffwater’s investment manager clients, we requested from STRS any documents related to any such disclosure by Cliffwater. As noted earlier, none of the Cliffwater documents provided by STRS in response to our public records request include any information regarding compensation paid by money managers to Cliffwater.
In conclusion, Cliffwater’s disclosed receipt of compensation from money managers it recommends or selects (regardless of whether any such compensation is, in Cliffwater’s opinion, in exchange for any recommendations or selections), requires that a pension fiduciary relying upon the firm for independent advice regarding investment managers review any such compensation arrangements and evaluate any potential danger to the pension. Regardless of whether STRS asks for such information, the contract between Cliffwater and the pension requires full disclosure.

However, none of the 20 Cliffwater reports provided provide any disclosure whatsoever regarding conflicts of interest at Cliffwater or compensation paid by money managers to Cliffwater.

- **Cliffwater Litigation**

According to published reports, Bluepoint Capital Advisors is suing current and past members of the New Jersey Division of Investment (DOI), BlackRock Alternative Advisors, and Cliffwater. The suit filed in federal court alleges racial discrimination, theft of intellectual property and trade secrets, retaliation, and unlawful interference with Blueprint’s business with the state of New Jersey by BlackRock Alternative Advisors, a unit of the world’s largest asset manager, BlackRock Inc.

Under the guise of performing “due diligence” into Blueprint, the DOI, and its consultant Cliffwater, demanded that Blueprint open its books and share hundreds of pages of
research, financial models, vendor lists, and investment strategies that comprised the FAIR program, the suit states.

The lawsuit alleges that the DOI and Cliffwater then sent confidential and proprietary information about Blueprint’s FAIR program to BlackRock, mentioning that firm has an overwhelmingly White executive management and workforce.66

- **Cliffwater Discretionary Asset Management Services**
  
  Cliffwater serves as an investment consultant to STRS, on a non-discretionary basis, reviewing and recommending investment advisors to manage, on a discretionary basis, the pension’s assets. A conflict of interest may arise where a non-discretionary investment consultant also manages assets on a discretionary basis. For example, the consultant may recommend itself to actually manage client assets or may advantage discretionary clients at the expense of nondiscretionary since the cost of discretionary services is generally higher. While Cliffwater’s Form ADV indicates the firm does manage significant assets on a discretionary basis, it does not appear that the firm manages any STRS assets on a discretionary basis. Whether Cliffwater’s discretionary asset management services may potentially disadvantage STRS would require additional research.

IX. **Fiduciary Status of Board Members and Fiduciary Liability Insurance**

According to Section 3307.14 of the Ohio Revised Code, the members of the state teachers retirement board shall be the trustees of the funds. The board shall have full power to invest the funds. The board and other fiduciaries shall discharge their duties with respect to the funds solely in the interest of the participants and beneficiaries; for the exclusive purpose of providing benefits to participants and their beneficiaries and defraying reasonable expenses of administering the system; with care, skill, prudence, and diligence under the circumstances then prevailing that a prudent person acting in a like capacity and familiar with these matters would use in the conduct of an enterprise of a like character and with like aims; and by diversifying the investments of the system so as to minimize the risk of large losses, unless under the circumstances it is clearly prudent not to do so.

As noted elsewhere, the contracts involving the two investment consultants to the fund, Callan and Cliffwater, provide that in addition to the fiduciary obligations imposed by Ohio law, these two firms agree to adhere to the standard of care imposed by Title 1 of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 and any and all other applicable federal and state laws. On the other hand, the STRS board is not required to comply with ERISA fiduciary standards.
ERISA’s heightened fiduciary standards provide additional important protections to pensions generally lacking under state law. In our opinion, there is no good reason why the investment consultants should be held to higher fiduciary standards than the board; further, board adherence to ERISA standards can only improve management of the pension.

Section 3307.10 (B) of the Ohio Revised Code provides the Board may secure insurance coverage designed to indemnify board members and employees for their actions or conduct in the performance of official duties, and may pay required premiums for such coverage from the expense fund.

In response to our request for information regarding any fiduciary liability insurance obtained by STRS, we were provided with documents indicating the fund had coverage in the amount of $10 million with Hudson Insurance Company and $10 million with Federal Insurance Company. In addition, the pension has an excess liability policy in the amount of $5 million with RLI Insurance Company. In our opinion, this level of coverage is absurdly low and offers virtually no protection for a $90 billion pension. Virtually any fiduciary breach may result in actual damages amounting to tens or hundreds of millions of dollars.

For example, STRS recently disclosed it had lost more than half a billion dollars on a private equity investment in Panda Power Funds. From 2011 to 2013, State Teachers Retirement
System of Ohio invested $525 million with Panda but the investment is now valued at zero.\(^67\)

In conclusion, our forensic investigation of STRS identified the following grave concerns:

1) STRS has long abandoned transparency, choosing instead to collaborate with Wall Street to eviscerate Ohio public records law;
2) Legislative oversight of the pension has utterly failed;
3) The pension has failed to address significant deficiencies identified in the last Fiduciary Performance audit—15 years ago;
4) Wall Street has been permitted to pocket lavish investment fees without scrutiny, including $143 million in fees for doing nothing;
5) Disclosure of investment costs and performance may have been misrepresented;
6) Representations regarding GIPS Compliance Verification may have been misleading to the public;
7) Failure to monitor external consultant conflicts of interest may have undermined the integrity of the pension's investment decision-making process and resulted in significant losses;
8) Board compliance with heightened ERISA fiduciary standards is not required and fiduciary liability insurance coverage is woefully inadequate.

Billions that could have been used to pay retirement benefits promised to teachers have been squandered.

END REPORT
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